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Effects of Communication Skills Training Upon the
Perceived Communic ati on Satisfaction and C o n f 1 ict
Behavior of F am i ly Systems (140 p p .)
Director:

Be ts y Wackernagel Ba ch w

The purpose
of this
research was
to study the effect of
communication sKiiis training up on r a m m e s with
an a do le s 
cent whose behavior has caused you th court involvement.
The
area of interest was
family communication
and the research
qu estion was: "Does communication skills training positively
effect the communication satisfaction, conflict behavior and
the coh esi on/adaptability variable of family systems?"
Families were recruited by y ou th court probation officers,
and those who vo lunteered became subjects. There were twenty
-four subjects,
twelve in the treatment group and twelve in
the control group.
Mean age of treatment
parents and youth
was 37
and 14,
respectively; of control parents and youth,
38 and 15, respectively.
The experimental method randomly assigned families
to one
of two groups.
Treatment families received eight commun ic a
tion skills training sessions
and met
with their probation
officer.
Control
families
did not receive training, but
also met with their probation officers to control for att en
tion.
Preand
Post-treatment
measures
were designed to
assess
family
cohesion
and
adaptability,
communication
satisfaction and conflict style behavior.
Three hypotheses
were posited.
The
first was partially
supported as
treatment families
showed a
significant <p =
<.05) change in cohesion.
There was an unexpected
significant <p
= <.05>
change in
ada ptability for control
families.
Communic ati on satisfaction
showed
a significant
Cp = .05) increase, and the second hypothesis was supported.
Finally, the third hypothesis was only supported in part.
A
significant Cp
= <.01)
increase in the use of the solution
orientation conflict style was shown, without
a c or res po nd
ing significant
decrease in
the use of no nco nfrontation or
control.
This research appeared to support some areas of the theory
that communication training effects family communication and
conflict behavior.
Limitations,
implications and direction
for future research were also discussed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Purpose of Sludv
The purpose

of this research is to study the effect of

communication skills training upon
focus

will

be

upon

families,

where an adolescent's behavior
become

involved.

for

is

this

pos it ive ly

youth. The

specifically those families
has

caused

Youth

family communication
study

is:

effect

behavior and the

and

youth

court to

Families participating in this study have

been referred by the Missoula
interest

parents

"Does

Court.

The

area of

and the research question

communication

skills

training

the communication satisfaction,

conflict

co hes ion/adaptability

va riable

of family

systems?"
More specifically,
fied

families

behavior

during

are

this study will

with

their

conflict,

skills training m ay bring

current

look at h o w satis
communication and

and what outcomes communication
about.

Programs

involving the

family in communication training have been highly successful
in reducing recidivism
Emshoff 8.

Blakely,

rates

1983;

(Alexander

Kifer,

Lewis,

&

Parsons,

1973;

Green & Phillips,

1974),

and further

important

into

this

promising

area has

implications for adolescents and their involvement

with youth
Blakely,

research

courts

(Alexander

&

Parson,

1973;

Emshoff &

1983).

Re v ie w of the Literature
The following
youths'

literature review

involvement with court,

covers the history of

youth court programs,

parent

training programs and the use of parent training programs in
yo uth court. Wh i le this may appear
topics,

to be

a wide

they are related by their effect upon one another.

Youth

court

was

created

out of the awareness of the

difference between adolescents and adults
education movements

created (Schlossman,

youth court programs appeared
recidivism rates,

to enjoy

that

early parent

1976).

The first

success measured by

but did not address the family as a system

or its effects up on the behavior of adolescents
S t o u t h a m e r - L o e b e r , 1984).
education in the 1960's,

With

renewed

a number

In response to these programs,

(Patterson &

interest

of parent

grams were created and reported as successful

parent

variety of

in parent

training p r o 
(White,

1975).

youth courts began using

training and education as a prog ram to divert adoles

cents from other court
These diverse

action

(Merry

&

Rocheleau,

1985).

areas are interrelated and provide background

and history for the current study.

Ov erview of Youth Court
Tod ay yout h displaying behaviors such as
truancy

or

"incorrigibility"

(e.g.,

running away,

acting against

wishes of the parents or acting out of control),
"status offenders."

When youth commit

as theft or use of alcohol or drugs,
nile delinquents."
level of behavior,
arately from,

Each
and

is a

in both

there

illegal actions,

they are labeled

cases they

were no

adults

fall

category,

as

were

perceived

criminality (Merry
same criminal
It was

& Rocheleau,

such

"juve
or

are treated sep
(Ketcham,

1979).

distinctions between d i f 

ferent behaviors of misconduct by youth.
behavior which today would

are labeled

separate classification,

and differe nt ly than,

Historically,

the

into
being

Youth who exhibited
the

on

1985).

status offender
the path to adult
The y received the

treatment which adult offenders
only eighty years ago that

received.

Illinois established

the first juvenile court and juvenile criminals were defined
differe nt ly

from

adult

criminals

(Ketcham,

1979).

This

4
provided the first
offenders.

legal distinc tio n between youth and adult

However,

incorrigible

treated in the same way
placed

in

the

same

juvenile delinquents

as

crimes.

were

Status

(Merry & Rocheleau,

v en tio n Act was passed.

Juvenile Justice

from juvenile

marking

the

De lin q ue nc y P r e 

delinquents,

adult.

first

to be rooted in
than

criminal

truancy,

leau,

1985,

p.

and prohibited

that would not be
(1985)

interpreted

signs that the legal

with the

sociologists and

research showed status offender behavior

disrupted families
intent.

stubbornness,

sient behavior

Merry

visible

system was beginning to catch up
psychologists whose

offenders were

This provided for the separation of

a crime if committed by an
as

still

1985).

institutionalization of youth for behavior

this

often

detention centers and institutions as

In 1974 the Federal

status offenders

acts

In

fact,

and communities,

"more proof exists that

or running away from home is

likely to disappear

rather

in time"

a tran

(Merry & R o c h e 

22).

Ove r vi ew of Youth Court Programs
Before the distinct ion b et wee n
status offender

occurred,

there

juvenile delinquent and

were ve ry

few options for

children referred to youth
were

either

probation

court.

(a

ments)

basis,

and

ma y

or ma y not

juvenile detent io n facility,

delinquent and

sentencing and

include other req uir e

created

is

still

effective

as

a v ar i et y of
to probation,

although it is often not as

programs

1985).
court

The

in

reducing recidivism

term

probation is still

and carries

in alternatives

a criminal

co n

also does not appear ver y

in reducing recidivism rates,

and

so there

(Bird, Beville,

is an

Carlson,

1978). The alternative programs are called d i v e r 

sion programs.

These programs

away from legal court action,
The goals

alternatives

Institutionalization

increasing interest
& Johnson,

in a

or in some cases,

became legal,

used

alternative

(Cunningham,

notation.

prison,

(placement

Since the distinctions between juvenile

associated with criminal

action,

in to an officer on a

institutionalization.

Pr obation
effective as

jail,

status offender

programs have been

rates

report

or some form of institutionalization

mental facilities).

only choices

period of time during wh ich the

you th must stay out of trouble,
regular

Often the

are intended to divert youth
and take many different forms.

of a diversion program are to prevent

and also

to

prevent

future

behavior

legal court
which would

result

in

the

adolescent coming before the court again.

Different di version programs are outlined below.
Some divers io n programs are
with,

the

court

V a u g h n , 1985),
still

living

some

months

(Blagg,

are

at home

1985; Emshoff,
to live

system

similar
1985;

classes

and going

to,

that

Rothstein,
youth

to school

et a l ., 1983), while others

at the
to a year

facility for
<Clifford,

or function
1985;-

attend while

(Regoli,

et a l .,

require the youth

a period of time ranging from
1985).

In

all diversion p r o 

grams adolescents are referred by youth court. The following
programs described are a) representative of

the variety and

scope of diversion programs currently available,

b) show how

differe ntl y they may work,

not the re

c) show

whether or

sults have been researched and, d) with what
The Holloma n Air Force Base Program.
Force Base CAFB) prog ram is
situation of

families

designed

to

results.
The Holloman Air

fit

the specific

living within a mi li t ar y installation

and functions similarly to the court system.

Offenders are

brought before a Juvenile Corrections Board which is staffed
by a diverse array of people:
tative
security

from

the

base

policeman,

and

the base chaplain,

hospital's
the

a represen

mental health clinic,

senior

enlisted

a

advisor or

designated representative
An honest

attempt

the situation;
behalf

(Vaughn,

is

1985).

made to

hear the teen's side of

they are given a chance to speak on their own

before

the

board.

Their

testimony and the overall

family situation is taken into account,
factual

information

hearing

is followed with the usual

punishments:

presented regarding

reprimands,

referral

to

state

off

system,

to

counseling,

many ways

youth out

similar

of the local

(Vaughan,

1985).

The second program wh ich is

to the court system is the Odessa, Texas, Tee n Court

(Rothstein,
reasons teens.

Teen Court.

While

the youth perceive it as

being little different from the local court
Odessa. Texas.

placing

imposing curfews,

or federal probation system.

in

This

youth court type

limits,

this prog ram u su al ly keeps the base
you th court

the offense.

list of

referral

base areas and/or facilities
or

rather than just the

1985).

It

the lawyers,

The only adult

judge.

Successful

youth who become
offenders

is

bailiffs,
is

Te en
clerks,

an unpaid

Court

for obvious

and jurors are all

volunteer who

acts as

results are based upon the fact that few

involved

(Rothstein,

take two forms:

called

in

1985).

teen

court

are

ever repeat

Sentences from the court always

community service and jury service.

Communi ty service
shelter,

library,

ma y

involve

or nursing home.

working

at

Teens m a y pick up trash

in a ball field,

work for the park or police

other community

agencies.

The agencies

department,

a time

when budget

conscientious

cutbacks are high.

The reci

pients of the teen's work are also ve ry positive as
the teens

return to

"sentence"

is done

many of

the agencies as volunteers after

(Rothstein,

or

involved are p o s i 

tive about the program since they obtain free,
labor at

an animal

their

1985).

When jury service is required by the Odessa Teen Court,
the teen

serves for

the length

the youth who appear
ed

in

the

legal

trials and want
jury or

Oft en they return after their

continue taking

being one

Many of

before the teen court become interest
system.

to

of time assigned.

of the other

part by

staying on the

teen participants.

100-150 teens have stayed

with the

basis

About half of the jury is made up

(Rothstein,

1985).

of prior offenders.
tive,

and

offenders,
model

it still uses

Reparation

a long-term

While this pr og ra m is viewed as innova

successful

(Rothstein,

program on

Between

in

keeping

youth from being repeat

the criminal

court system

as its

1985).
Pr og ra m

of

England.

The

final program

9
representative of

diversion alternatives

to, or work with,
in England
cally

the court system is the reparation program

(Blagg,

chosen

1985).

because

The term reparation

it

If theft was

form of

returning the original

the replacement cost.

ap o lo gy to
for

the

involved compensation

If

involved,

v ict im

or

item,

assault,

reparation

the victim,

was sp ec if i

best described the intent of the

program.

offense was

which are similar

or mon ey equivalent

vandalism,

to

or some other

could take the form of an

repairing the

other

could take the

damage,

doing chores

volunteer work in the community

( B l a g g , 1985).
Blagg
well.

(1985)

Offenders

being classified
choice of
tives.

reports reparation

appears

to

be working

who have committed va nd a li sm or theft,
as

juvenile

making reparation,

delinquents,
over usual

are

thus

given the

sentencing a l te rn a

England already has an established practice of as se s

sing and treating delinquent behavior by criteria other than
the purely legal
When

(Landau

reparation

is

&

Nathan,

done

1983;

Harris,

1985).

in the appropriate climate,

with willingness of both the offender and the vi ct im results
are

often

remain.

satisfactory,

although

Each case must be assessed

some

difficulties

individually,

may

and repara

10
tion will not work in all cases.
priate and

offenders meet

then make

dir e ct ly with

or

or repairing

their victims and

the results

of v a n d a 

indirectly through some form of community service,

there is a reported reduction in
data were given to support
Diversion

programs

or changing adolescents'
1985).

when it is app ro

reparation di re ct l y by returning the item stolen,

repaying for the item,
lism,

However,

recidivism.

this claim (Blagg,

No statistical
1985).

initially focused upon controlling
behavior

(Vaughn,

1985; Rothstein,

Many current programs also take this approach

ter & Gilmore,

1973; Fl eischman & Szykula,

1981).

diversion programs have been influenced by what

(Wal

However,

is happening

in the parent education arena outside of youth court. Before
discussing
tion skills

the

diversion programs

training from

background and

incorporating communica

the parent

education field,

the

hist or y of the evolution of parent education

and training will be discussed.

Ove rv ie w of Parent Education and Training
Parent education has a long and well-documented history
in this

country (Richardson,

current parent education and

1927; Schlossman,
training research

1976),

but

often ov er 

11
looks

this

past,

(Schlossman,

and

1976).

dates

Current

its beginnings

in the 1960's

parent education

and training

beg an in the 1960's wit h Operation Head Start
which was

designed to

benefit

low-income

(White,

1975),

families.

Since

that time parent education and training has typically been a
middle-class experience

which low-income

little opportunity to acquire
Families
low-income,
does

not

seen

rather
seem

youth

court,

(Goodyear & Rubovits,

than middle

or high-i nco me

that

lack

is correlated
however,

study.
matic

Du ring the

in

It

of parent education and

with a

family's appearance

for

a

middle-class

generalizable to a lower-income population.
further

families.

it does seem appropriate to ask

whether programs developed

be addressed

1982).

youth court often h e av il y represent

likely

training programs
in

in

families have had

the

rationale

family are

This
for

issue will

the proposed

past two decades research and pr og ra m

literature about parent education and training grew at

a rapid rate;
tion and
Most of

there was a literal explosion of parent edu ca

training

programs

these programs

deal with

&

are in a clinical

exception of Gordon's Parent
While ma n y

(Goodyear

Rubovits,

1982).

setting, with the

Effectiveness Tra ining

behavior modif ica ti on

(1971).

(Walter & G i l 

12
more,

1973;

Fle isc hm an &

Szykula,

1981),

communication and

problem solving are seen with an increasing f re que nc y (Alex
ander & Parsons,

1973; Bright & Robin,

1981; Foster,

et a l .,

1983).
Alt hough there is a call for
met h od ol og y (White,

more research

1975; Schlossman,

.1976), parent educ a

tion and training programs continue to
or no research to support
able

me th od ol ogy

1982).

Programs

use no controls
Results from
tings

(Blechman,
supported

1982)

work

1980;

Goodyear

&

better

than

and that when a control

G i l m o r e ,197 3;

&

Rubovits,

1981; Pevsner,

indicate that

ment group does significantly better
ter

with little

or with invalid or qu es ti o n

(Fleischman & Szykula,

often

show up

with research often continue to

these programs

groups

(Pevsner,

them,

with valid

than

in clinical

individual
is used,

set

therapy

the treat

the control

Chamberlain & Reid,

Patterson,

1982).

(Wal
1982).

All of these programs are considered successful; however,
they lend themselves well

do

to a youth court provided comm un i

cation training program?
In 1970

the

training pr o gra m
Tra ining

most
began.

(PET) program

wi dely
This
(Gordon,

used
is

parent

education and

the Parent Effectiveness
1971).

Gordon

reports

in

13
1971

that

more

than

250,000

parents attended workshops.

Since that time more workshops have become established;

some

are offered on a regular basis and it is estimated that well
over a

half- mil li on

(Taylor &

Swan,

parents

have

received

such training

1982). As with most such programs,

however,

P ET is generally aimed at middle-class parents.
While parents

report being

and believe

it generalizes

1974),

research on

other

different perspective.
better

(Geffen,

1977).

report that

program shows

when

reasons

their parents

taking

months

the

Despite

PET.

skills,

use P E T

skills

adolescents

in the home less
using them (Tay

1982).
these

inconsistencies,

That

is,

such as active

1983; Robin,

many parent education
to the

basic t en ant ®

they are based on basic communication
listening,

resolution or probl em solving
et al . ,

a slightly

Parent E f f e c 

still unexplainable,

and training programs are v e r y similar
of

(Gordon,

to a year after training

than half as often as their parents report
lor & Swan,

with PET

Parents with PE T training seldom do

Test six

For

satisfied

to the home environment

the PE T

than control groups

tiveness Training

hi gh ly

et a l .,

" I "- m e s s a g e s , and conflict

(Bright & Robin,
1977).

1981; Foster,

What these programs
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also have in common
nity,

setting.

is their

The

issue of

clinical,

Results

assigned

occurs

home wo rk is assigned
Robin,

(Foster,

et

show
more
a l .,

wh e n

homework is

often than when no
1983;

Robin,

1981;

et a l ., 1977).

It appears

White

(1975)

acc ura tel y foresaw the growth

of and demand for parent education
the pred om ina ntl y
tion still
with

than commu

g e n e r a l i z a b i 1ity to the home

setting is also addressed.
g e n e r a l i z a b i 1ity

rather

a

clinical or

and training.

community setting,

remains, will a communication

court

referred

population?

Yet with
the qu e s 

based prog ram work

Youth court diversion

programs which are not communication based have alre ady been
presented.

The following

divers io n programs which are

section will address youth court
oriented toward

tion and training and are based on,

of,

parent educ a

or incorporate some form

communication skills training.

Parent Training and

Communic at ion

Oriented

Diversion P r o 

grams
As early

as

1973

research was

referred delinquent families
This program

being done with court-

(Alexander

&

Parsons,

focused upon contingency contracting,

1973).

that is,

15
informal contracts which
some aspect
tion. This

of family

the

behavior,

research was

therapy group,
attention.

family

negotiates

and

clarity of commu nic a

systems based,

and also

used an alternative

control groups

for maturation and

The results showed recidivism

ficantly lowered as well

to mo dify

rates were sig ni

(Alexander & Parsons,

1973).

Clarity of communication became an important c ons ide ra 
tion in this research

as de li nq ue ncy

that parents

of delinquents

unclear about

rules,

ment,

and

& Parsons,

development

often set

indicates

too m a n y rules,

inconsistent wit h their

are

use of pu n i s h 

generally lacked structure in the home (Alexander
1973).

Clear communication was

seen as

a way to

deal with these variables.
In 1974,
cation of

Kifer,

et

communication

a l ., continued researching m o d i f i 
processes.

Their

procedures were

designed for people who already had their emotional behavior
under reasonable control,
was stressed

for times

Negotiation was
as

a

problem

procedures were
parents and

used,
solving

but

"cooling off" period

when the emotions were still high.
rather

than contingency contracting,

skill.

successful

that these

using a

in

Results
training

indicated that the
youths

and their

behaviors were generalizable to the

16
home; however no

control

group

was

used

parent-child dyads were involved (Kifer,
While this

type of

reduce recidivism rates,
was

not

known

behavior.

which

However,

worked with

in

research was

variables
1984

probl em

solving

reports and

it

correlated wit h delinquent

& Stouthamer-Loeber

delinquent families who f ol
Parents

home practices
and

et a l ., 1974)
looking for a way to

Patter so n

appr ox ima tel y 200

regarding

only three

and improve family interactions,

lowed through to completion.
naires

and

filled out q u e st io n 

of monitoring,

reinforcing

discipline,

communication.

Police

self-reports from the delinquents were used for

fo l l o w - u p .
Parent monitoring and discipline correlated most signi
ficantly

with

delinquency,

and

differentiated

offenders from persistent offenders.
correlation was

found between

cing communication and

While

a significant

problem solving and reinfor

delinquency,

it

accounted

least variance.

Pa tterson and Stouthamer-Loeber

that all family

management

other,

and

that

nic ati on in

skills

communication

T h e y conclude that further

moderate

are

(1984) note

dependent

on each

is used to implement them.

research into the role

delinquent families,

for the

of commu

and the effect of comm uni 
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cation training is needed.
The remaining programs all
of interpersonal and/or

pay attention

intrapersonal

skills

the no n-c om m un ic at io n based programs appear
divism

rates

by

1985; Rothstein,
do not

modifying

the

1985; Blagg,

always give

youths'

1985),

the youth

at

to some form

training. While
to

reduce reci

behavior

the same

(Vaughn,
time they

an y improved ability to deal

with either their home environment and/or their interactions
with others.

The three programs described next shift em pha 

sis to communication skill building,
modification,
carry over

and

hope to

Services

in

hensive of
terms of
ed.

Point.

Visalia,
the

skill

court.
time,

Clifford's

California

programs,

to avoid

are identified

Point Youth

particularly in

as critical

behavior which

will

1) an adequate adult role model
2)

Turning

is one of the most compr e

building

learning that problem solving

miracle as portrayed on TV, but
3)

life.

the v a r i e t y of areas addressed and services of fer 

Four points

they are

opposed to behavior

give the youth skills which will

into all areas of their

The Turning

as

learning

interpersonal

return

if

them to the

with whom

to spend

is not a 30-60 minute

needs skills

skills,

for teens,

and practice,

and taking personal

re

18
s p o n s i b i l i t y , and

4) a Life Skills component

some basics in dealing with their world
As

an

recreation

example

of

component

the

that

communication skills

which teaches

(Clifford,

1985).

vari ety of services offered a
helps

teens

and greater

gain self-esteem,

self-confidence

is a v a i l 

Individual,

group and

able in the Turni ng Point program.

family counseling are provided with the emphasis upon family
therapy. A number of community programs
as

parenting classes,

skill

and

programs based

skills.

building

is

such

and assistance is given to schools

developing pr evention
behaviors

are available,

While

perceived

in

on promoting positive

the program for adolescent
as

successful,

evidence or recidivism rates are offered as proof

no research
(Clifford,

1985).
The B r i d g e .

What The Turning Point and The Bridge have

in common is that both are used as diversion programs by the
court,

but are not court programs.

not conduct these programs,
The
1981)

Bridge

is a family

betwe en teens

in

That

is,

the

court does

but refers families to them.

Atlanta,

counseling

Georgia,
center

("American Family,"

whi ch

uses mediation

and parents as a problem solving tool.

The Br idge was originally opened in

1970 to

While

deal with run
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a w a y s , it

no w receives

Department
mental

of

Hum an

health

referrals from juvenile courts,
Resources,

agencies,

also provides

drug

churches

short-term crisis

programs,

the

schools,

and former clients.

It

intervention and long-term

counseling.
A premise
mediation,
family,
problems

of The

pro ble m

Bridge is that during the process of

solving

skills

can

be

taught

to the

and these skills m a y generalize to help solve future
in the home

over 3,700

setting.

people and

The Bridge

follow-up studies show that a p p r o x i 

ma tel y 50-70% of the family intervention
fully resolved.

While these

port, unfortunately,
tioned (Anonymous,

1981).

helped pave

cases are su cc es s

statistics are offered as sup

how "success"

are court referred programs,
these that

has worked with

is defined

is not m e n 

The Br idge and The Turning Point
and

it

was

programs

such as

the w a y for an extensive state wide

prog ram in Massachusetts.
The Children's Hearing P r o j e c t .

Massachusetts

was one

of the first states to decriminalize status offenders,
so in 1973.

While decriminali zat io n

was intended

doing

to take

status offenders out of the court system and into the social
services system,

this objective

was

never

fully realized.

20
Whi le

some

status

offenders

services system, most are
court

system

because

still referred

of

case

(Merry & Rocheleau,

services

In response to status
into the

are referred into the social

load

into the juvenile

capacities

in social

1985>.
offenders

still

being referred

juvenile court system in 1980 the Children's H e a r 

ing Project

(CHP) began an experiment;

family

conflicts

cents.

Rather than focus on

the juvenile

involving

to use

rebellious
the child

mediation in

and truant a dol es 
as the

problem and

court or diversion programs as the process for

solution,

CHP focuses on the

focus on

the family

entire

family

system.

This

system sets the CHP program apart from

others.
CHP's criticism of the current status offender category
is that

it focuses

than the problems
the consensus
problems

in the functioning of the

among social

(Patterson,

family process,
for

on the misbehavior of the child,

1984).

rather

scientists
By

not

labeled

not used at all.

putting

the

exists.

In

focus

staff provides

on the

the potential
mediation the

"status o f f e n d e r , ” in fact,

The CHP

despite

that these are family

than on the adolescent,

improved family communication

teen is

family,

rather

labels are

mediation between

21
child and parent to produce a wr it te n contract governing the
family's future relations.

The

families

in

this program

choose media tio n as a diversion program.
Families

in the year and a half study were enthusiastic

about the process
families said

they still

the future.

family processes

felt

They felt

they

Alt hough many

would

try mediation

it had helped overall with

(Merry & Rocheleau,

After two years,
on a

1985).

that the specifics of the contract were often

not adhered to,
again in

(Merry & Rocheleau,

1985).

Massachusetts adopted the

state-wide basis

because of

CHP program

its success.

CHP's goal

was to have automatic dismissal of the case from yo ut h court
with acceptance

of mediation

for unkno wn reasons,

the courts failed

missal of cases upon referral
Another

goal

of

the

category of status offenders
tary,

family-centered

the

CHP p ro gra m

recommended by the court

However,

to provide

for d i s 

to mediation.
project

was

could be

if v o l u n 

utilized soon enough,

involving

has become

to show that the

abolished,

mediation were

eliminating the n ece ssi ty of
However

by teen and family.

the

court

simply another

(Merry & Rocheleau,

at all.
service

1985).

While the CHP and The Bridg e programs are quite di f f e r 
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ent

in

Both,

the wa y they operate,
through

different

communication
used

skills

they have one thing in common.

methods,

which

(Merry & Rocheleau,

teach

h o pe fu ll y

1985;

the

whole family

will continue to be

"American Family,"

1981).

Critique and Rationale for Proposed Study
For the most part,
es on

the child

punishment

the current court system focus

and urges

better behavior with threats of

if it is not forthcoming

1985; Vaughn,

1985).

focus on the family,

(Blagg,

1985; Rothstein,

When diversion programs are used which
rather than

the adolescent,

is significantly reduced (Alexander & Parsons,
and Blakely,

1983; Kifer,

programs whic h
nesses
etc.),

focus on

et a l ., 1974).

1973; Emshoff

While some

of the

the family have had research w e a k 

(e.g., no control groups,
others have

recidivism

only

provided research

self-report measures,
with much heuristic

value.
It seems clear that if the
behavior which

brings

is to be changed,
changed

that

the

probl em of

adolescent m i s 

youth to the attention of courts

family

(Alexander & Parsons,

interactions

must

first be

1973; Emshoff & Blakely,

Patter so n & S t o u t h a m e r - L o e b e r , 1984).

1983;

Through acquisition,

practice

and

use

of

n ew communication skills,

patterns of famil y functioning m a y change
& Brommel,

1986).

ther research

eventually

over time (Galvin

It is the purpose of this study to fu r

into this

area by

looking at

the effect of

communication training on the family.
A communication

skills training

prog ram was developed

for Missoula Youth Court and was used as
to

the

already

existing

communication skills program for

adolescents referred by youth court.
systems oriented

a parent component

(Galvin & Brommel,

The program was family
1986),

and youth received the same information,
prob lem solving skills together.

that

is, parents

and also practiced

The main area of focus was

the family,

rather than

misbehavior

is a symptom of dysfunction in the family system

(Patterson,

1984).

as effective

the adolescent,

Focusing on only the youth

in reducing

the family (Bird,
One of

because adolescent

recidivism rates

as working with

the more

effective communication training

This was a short-term (4 to 6 week)

as a

p,

et a l ., 1978).

programs reported is the Alexander and Parsons

ing in

has not been

study (1973).

intervention with train

clarity of communication and contingency contracting
problem solving

tool.

Changing family communication

behaviors was shown to be an effective w a y to change a do le s
cent behavior,

and

significantly

Reci div ism in

this study

reduce

was 26%,

ent-centered family group therapy,

recidivism rates.

compared to 47% for cli
73% for

eclectic ps yc ho 

dynamic family

treatment and 50 % for no treatment.

der and Parsons

<1973)

implications for

see their results as having

Alexander and

their findings.

important

implementing family treatment programs,

for giving direction for further studies.
drew from

Al ex an 

and

The current study

Parsons and was

intended to extend

The importance of further

research into the

role of communication in delinquent families,
of communication

training,

Stouthamer-Loeber

(1984).

Goodyear and

Rubovits

is

also noted

(1982)

and the effect

by Patterson and

note in

their review of

parent education and training that all

programs use

one or

more of

three basic

training foci:

interpersonal

skills

(Gordon,

1971; Satir,

1972;

agement

skills

knowledge
benefits

(or

(Dreikurs,

a)

Steiner,
1964;

i n f o r m a ti on )( Sp oc k,

1974),

b) family m a n 

Steiner,

1974),

1961).

Each

and c)
has

its

in a training situation.

Interpersonal
to more effectively

skills.

Interpersonal

skills help people

communicate with one another,

and more

25
effectiv el y manage

conflict when

it arises

(Adler & T o w n e ,

1984) .
F am ilv management
emphasize skills

skills.

Fa mily

of controlling

management skills

or shaping behavior within

the family.

Goodyear and

Rubovits

parents who

are struggling to meet basic survival needs are

interested in family management
kid to do his chores,

skills

point

("How can I

out that

get this

and give me some peace and quiet?")

help make life bearable,

before they

interest

skills.

in interpersonal

Knowledge.

(1982)

are able

to

to generate

Knowledge is us ua lly presented as a co nce p

tual framework for the parenting skills
year & Rubovits,

1982; Spock,

being taught

(Good

1961).

A Communication Skills Training Prog ram for Youth Court
In designing

the communication skills training program

for families referred from you th court,
take

into

account

ceived as most
or trainer
Parsons

important,

as well as which

skills the youth

While the Alexander and

study focused on interpersonal
that each

important to

skills the parents may have p e r 

perceived as important.

(1973)

the benefits

which

it was

skills,

given

of the three training foci m a y pro-
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vide,

this study used each foci

in the following manner.

Information about parenting

and

adolescence

was p r e 

sented and used as a conceptual framework and background for
the skills being
(i.e., positive

taught.

Some

management

they were gaining some control

over their

lives. This

feeling of

confidence

in

skills and

ideas that

might be

was done
the

While these two training
provided,

first to help create some
program

threatening (Goodyear & Rubovits,

new,

and

before

1982).

foci

were

included

they were minor areas of the study.

the main focus was

nicationskills

(i.e.,

solving).

education and

and com mu

” 1"

upon interpersonal

messages,

Incorporating

management and knowledge components
ed the basic

for the

used to implement them (Patterson & Stouthamer-

L o e b e r , 1984),

pr o ble m

introducing

perhaps to some,

As all family skills are dependent on each other,
ni ca ti on is

skills

reinforcement) were presented in the b e g i n 

ning to help the parents feel

benefits they

family

skills

shown

as

active

listening,

interpersonal,

1982).

family

into the program p r o v i d 

most

successful

in parent

training research (Alexander & Parsons,

Goodyear & Rubovits,

commu-

1973;

^
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The study drew from
and Parsons

(1973)

study

>rt term (6 weeks,
red families,

and was

similar to

in the

following ways:

8 sessions),

b) drew

c) was systems based,

tion training,

e) had

for maturation,

d)

a)

it was

from court refer

focused on commu nic a

a no-treatment

and f)

the Alexander

group that controlled

had court officers continue contact

with no-treatment families to control for attention.
The study differed from the Alexander and Parsons
in that

it was

a) more

intensive,

a total of 14 hours,

included a broader base of communication skills,
hom ework assignments,

to improve

to the home environment

(Robin,

d)

problem

used

the

management,
its

d i vi sm

as

for

a

measure,

but

P u tn am/ Wi lso n Conflict

Styles

III).

eight

during sessions

were
two

through

to

a

a l ., 1977),

because of

wider variety of

e) did

not use reci

communication measures

Instrument,

conducted

included

model for conflict

Communication

In addition,

et

contracting,

and

rather

of

through

solving

1984),

(e.g., Hecht's Measure

See Chapter

1981; Robin,

generalization

(Adler & Towne,

c)

b)

generalized use of skills

rather than contingency

potential

situations

no-lose

study

Satisfaction,

the

and the FACES II.

while sessions

one,

and six

with all families together,

five

parents

and adolescents
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were separated.

The information each group received was the

same, but the method of instruction was modified to adapt to
the specific

audience.

The following section outlines

the

training sessions and components of the program.

Components of the Communication Skills Training Prog ram
Session o n e .
background of

The

first

session

parent/adolescent

may be different
knowledge was

today,

relationships,

and why they
This

meant to help parents understand the external

attitudes about

what being

their parenting abilities
the p ro gra m was given,
Session t w o .

systems,
in the

(O'Brien,

and

lower defensive

program may imply about
1979).

An overview of

and the pre-tests taken.

The

second session

nagement and dealing with anger.

included stress m a 

Stress and anger have been

be hi g h l y significant variables

dysfunctional

a brief

compared to other generations.

influences upon their family

shown to

introduced

family systems

(Kempe

&

in relationship to
Kempe,

1978,

1984;

Tavr i s , 1982).
Sessions
interpersonal
program.

3

-

skills

T he

5

.

Sessions Three to Five introduced

which were

skills

presented

the main

emphases of this

were basic communication

29
components such as
reinforcement,

"I"

messages,

conflict

segment.

important

in helping to

without

conflict

reviewed

Clear

prior

language

clarity

to

and

clearly convey

positive

beginning the

"I" messages are

to another

mi sun derstanding

what

is

often leads to

(Adler & T o w n e , 1984).

Active listening and positive
tant parenting skills
Loeber,

language,

and active listening. These were practiced as

they were introduced and

meant,

clear

(Gordon,

1984) and improve

reinforcement are impor

1971; P att er son & Stouthamer-

family

co mmunication

that communication

is important

parent,

from parent to child

as well as,

when coming

by showing

from child to

(Galvin & Brommel,

1986).
Sessions 6 - 8 .

The final sessions,

covered styles of conflict
model.

While the first

interpersonal

usin g this model easier,
wh i ch

showed

the

most

significant
1981;

et a l ., 1983; Robin,

Probl em

solving

seven-step model

was

no-lose pr ob le m solving
skills introduced made

it was the problem solving approach

research (Bright & Robin,
Foster,

and the

six through eight,

was

results

Emshoff

&

in most recent
Blakely,

1981;

1981).
discussed

practiced

in

through

theory,
role

then the

play,

first

separately,
together.
playing and

and

then practiced with parents and adolescents

Hom ew ork was also

The

use

of role

hom ewo rk significantly improves the gen er al iz a

tion to home environments
ner,

assigned.

(Alexander &

Parsons,

1973; P e v s 

1982 >.
The families

in communication

in this training progr am received training
skills that

m a y help

them improve family

management and pr ob lem solving, wh i ch in turn may strengthen
the family system (Galvin & Brommel,

1986).

In many fa mi 

lies improving prob lem solving skills also improves co mm un i
cation,
ships

decreases fighting and

(Foster,

Prinz,

&

strengthens family re lation

O'Leary,

1983).

An outline of all

training sessions m ay be found in Ap pe nd ix B.

CHAPTER II
THE OR ET IC AL F RA ME WOR K AN D HYPOTHESES

Co mmunication
parent education
ne w idea.

training

in general,

of

and parent

Since early colonial

ed to educate parents
(Schlossman,

1976).

about

not a

to

raise

moral

children

school environments

largely because of

Hall's child-study movement,

and the creation of

The 1920's

(PTA>

and the

in

1897 (Schlossman,

are even called the "Heyday of American

Parent Education," because of the
that time

education is

times churches have atte mpt 

how

the Parent Teacher Associa tio n
1976).

is an outgrowth of

In the 1880's parent education expanded

into the social and
G. Stanley

parents

rapid increase

with parent education (Richardson,

vastness

of

the

PTA by

of organizations dealing
1927, p . 562).

The 1960's

are viewed as the beginning of the "modern" parent education
movement with the Operat ion Head Start
of

"underprivileged"

parents

(White,

program for children
1975).

Soon parent

education encompassed all segments of society and eventually
included
White
would

training

in

communication

(1975) predicted that
become

the

"clarion
31

parent

skills
education

(White,

1975).

and training

call" of the next two decades:

32
that is, parent education would be seen as so important that
programs from man y different di sciplines would be created in
large numbers.
White (1975)
parent training

appears

to

have

and education

been

has abounded in a va ri et y of

contexts. Programs of various kinds ha ve
chological

and

1973; Bright,

psychiatric

son, Chamberlain,
Gordon,

1971,

Skelton &

connection

& Reid,

1974),

Pierce,

man & Szykula,

clinics

1981; Foster,

in schools

courts

(Blagg,

and d)

skills or

Walter and

m a y not

a) set

a l ., 1982;

comparison betwe en

(Baizerman,

1982; Fleisch-

1982)

and even in

most commonly researched

in a ps ychology or p s y c h i a 

involve some

pr ob le m solving

Gilmore,

(Blechman 1980;

1985; Emschoff & Blakely,

b) conducted by a therapist,

Patter son et

& Parson,

1983).

tend to be,

ma y or

in p s y 

1983; P a t t e r 

settings

Brisbane,

The parent education programs

try clinic,

(Alexander
O'Leary,

community

G en tr y &

1983; Landau & Nathan,

and reported

sprung up

1983; Goodyear & Rubovits,

1981;

wi th

Prinz &
1982),

in

right. C er tai nl y

training
Pevsner,

1973).

c) involve therapy,

form of co mmunication
(Foster,

et a l ., 1983;

1982; Robin et a l ., 1977;

While

different parent

reported as successful,
training and education

33
programs
ly.

is difficult since measures for

Success

is

usual ly based

increased use

of

prob lem

questionnaire

(Foster,

indicated by self-report
of targeted
tion (Walter
tions

and

Findings
but as

1983),

reported by

1977),

c) decrease

observed in treatment condi
d) naturalistic obse rva 

(Fleischman

&

in general are encouraging about
currently reported

as

a)

improved communication

et a l .,

1973, or

report

or more areas,

skills
b)

(Robin,

& Gilmore,
parent

upon one

solving

deviant behaviors

success vary w i d e 

Szykula,

1981).

parent education,

it is not known whether they are

easily generalized to court referred parents.
Research dealing with court
problems

and

its

successes.

court-referred parents
searched.

ders

perceived

Kifer,

as

on

the

wa y

used.
(Merry &

The

were in

the study,

Children's

Rocheleau,

1985)

Hearing

not well re

et a l ., (1974)

trained p r e 
status off en

to delinquency)

situations.

has its

training for

is often

(e.g., youth who are repeat

parents to ne gotiate conflict
child pairs

parents

Communication

and/or youth

For example,

delinquent youth

referred

and their

On l y three parent-

and no control groups were
Project

in Massachusetts

used mediation as a tool to help

solve a current prob lem and also

train families

in problem

34
solving

skills

for

use

in

cellent program used only
sures,

and

no control

the home.

self-report

groups.

This otherwise e x 
for

As such,

follow

up m e a 

little measurement

as to program effectiveness has been conducted.
While
tion

lack of controls for either

occurs

populations,
Alexander

frequently
yet

and

in

short-term program

by

problem solving.

significantly
period. This
attent io n

placebo,

results of any kind
ally,

two

study.

the

and

Families of youth

court

participated

contingency contracting

Successful

recidivism

included
and

in a

as a

results were shown by

rates

controls

neither

(Alexander &

treatment conditions

over
for

group

an 18 month

matur at ion and

showed significant

Parsons,

1973). A d d i t i o n 

representative of often used

family therapy were included. Results were
from other controls

such as the

in three family interaction measures and

reduced
study

court-referred

designed to increase family reciprocity,

clarity of communication,

significant changes

with

notable exceptions

(1973)

designated as delinquent

tool for

research

there are
Parsons

ma turation or a t t e n 

(Alexander & Parsons,

little different
1973).

This research is also significant because of its family
systems conceptualization

of

adolescent

deviant behavior,
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"...changes

in

interaction were

divism rates,
in

while

interaction

vism."

also

families that

demonstrated no changes

demonstrated

no reduction in recidi

(Alexander & Parsons,

relationship

betw een

related to decreased reci

1973, p.

changes

in

224). So

family

there is a

interaction

and

changes in the adolescent's behavior.
Focusing on the family per se is appa ren tl y
cient

to

m odi fy

family

recidivism rates,
no

significant

interactions

since the
results

appears that family intervention
family communication

patterns

family therapy

&

(Alexander

not suffi
or reduce

controls showed

Parsons,

which focuses

1973).

It

on changing

in the direc ti on of increased clarity,

reciprocity and pr ob lem solving skills

is most effective.

Theoretical Frame wor k
Systems.
dually,

in

systemic
between

a

Members of a family ma y be
nonsystemic

approa ch
these

two

approach,

(Littlejohn,
approaches

or

1983).
is

looked at indivi
as a whole,
The

in a

differences

described by Littlejohn

(1983) who suggests that a

nonsystemic

looking at

members only as a collection,

the individual

like saying the "...whole is

m er el y

a

view

of

collection

a family,
is

with no

36
un ique qualities

of its own,

Systems are defined as a
with relationships
(interrelatedness
(Littlejohn,
Wilmot,

the family

set

of

objects

(p. 30).

or entities

between one another and their attributes
or

1983;

1987).

like a bo x of stones"

interdependence),
W&tzlawick,

to

Beavin,

Using this definition,

form

&

a

Jackson,

the system

whole
1967;

would be

and the objects or entities would be the members

of the family.

Interrelatedness w ith in

a system describes

the dependence

each part has up o n the other for their f u n c 

tioning.

family members are

Thus,

other for
1986).

The concept of

It implies
parts

the functioning

that the

of the family (Galvin & Brommel,

"wholeness"
whole

(Galvin & Brommel,

interdependent upon each

is

is important

greater than

1986). That

is,

to systems.

the sum of its

that

the interac

tions of a family together give it unique qualities that are
greater than,

or not accounted for by,

the sum of

the indi

vidual members personalities.
Satir

(1972)

illustrates

this

interdependence

and

wholeness of the family by using a hanging mobile to discuss
systems.

Imagine a mobile hanging by a window, with a shell

on the end of

each string.

movement will

cause the

If

one shell

is touched,

other shells to move.

its

If a breeze
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comes along and blows all the shells,
is achieved.

Events

affect all members
brother

transferred,
on each

which affect one member of the family

(Satir,

graduates,

then the most movement

1972).

little

If M o m gets a

sister

gets

sick

raise, big
or Dad gets

this event will affect other members,

member's relationship

depending

with that individual

(Satir,

1972) .
Thus,
effects

when change occurs in one person in a system,

are

felt

throughout

the

system

E v e r y part of the system is so related
that changing

one part will

because a

arable

as

(Watzlawick,

not

system behaves

in the

mobile

analogy,

involved in

communication skills,

of you th

reinforce the family system,
functional

levels

as more

in the family when more

that change.

rather than

the attention

even

mobile when more shells were caught

in the breeze, more change may occur

to

as an insep

et a l ., 1967).

movement occurs

comes

other part

a simple group of independent parts

Returning to the shell

members are

to every

1987).

cause a change in all parts and

in the whole system,
whole,

(Wilmot,

its

Training parents in

just

the

adolescent who

court, m ay strengthen and

causing it

(Galvin & Brommel,

to operate

1986).

at more

As the Al e x a n 
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der & Parsons
change,

<1973)

adolescent

family,

these reasons,

participate

when family interactions

behavior changes.

looks at the whole
dual. For

study showed,

and

The systems approach

does not

label

the indivi

both parents and adolescents will

in the proposed study.

The model

for family systems whi ch will be

proposed study

is the

circumplex model

used in the

(Galvin & Brommel,

1986; Olson,

Sprenkle,

and

Russell,

1979).

This model

attempts

integrate

the

numerous

concepts

related to

family

to

interaction

cohesion,

(2)

looking

adaptability,

central dimensions,
by Olson,

by

and

at
<3)

three

dimensions:

communication.

cohesion and adaptability,

et .al.., as the intersecting

(1)

The two

are perceived

lines of an axis

(see

A p pe nd ix A ) .
Cohesion refers to the
betw ee n members,

and also

emotional bonding
the degree

each member experiences (Olson,
tion develops,

maintains or

cohesion (Galvin 8. Brommel,
four

words

behavior:

to

describe

disengaged,

et a l .,
changes a

1986).
several

separated,

The

in a family

of personal autonomy
1979).

C o m mu ni c a

family's patterns of
cohesion

axis uses

types of family cohesive

connected,

and enmeshed.

Disengaged families tend to experience very little closeness
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or family

solidarity, however,

aut onomy and
where

a

individuality.

family

individual members have high
Separated represents behavior

experiences

closeness

and autonomy,

individuality having some pri or i ty over closeness.
ed families
my.

would give closeness

closely that

Connect

some priority over a u t o n o 

At the other extreme end of the axis,

bond so

individual members

enmeshed families
"expierence little

aut ono my or fulfillment of personal needs and goals"
& Brommel,

1986,

p.

and enmeshed are

1 5 j Olson & McCubbin,

considered

with

extremes,

1983).
while

(Galvin

Disengaged
seprated and

connected are considered balanced areas.
Ad ap ta b il it y describes

the ab i lit y of the family system

to make changes

in the way they relate and communicate,

abili ty

m a r i t a l /family

of

structure,

a
role

response to
McCubbin,
change

relationships,

situational and

1983, p. 62).

as

system

they

go

Over

and

using

to

four

family experiences

stress"

represent

structured,

rules

in

(Olson &

families experience

through various developmental
change,

flexible,

relationship

time all

or ability to

chaotic,

change its power

developmental

Adaptability,
words

to

"the

is

also

stages.

described by

types of family behavior:
and

rigid.

The chaotic

a great deal of extensive change,

to the

40
point where
tionships

they have
and

willingness

common

And,

growth.

meanings.

to change,

tured families prefer
change.

little opport uni ty

and

to develop rela

Flexible families show a

also value

consistency.

stability to change,

finally,

rigid

families

but will

repress

St r u c 
consider

change and

Chaotic and rigid are considered the extremes,

structured and flexible

are

areas

1986).

(Galvin & Brommel,
Finally,

communication

whi ch enables families to
are changes
reflected

in family

in

abili ty axis

is

the

most balances

the facilitating dimension

move along

this axis.

communication,

a change
(Olson,

considered

and

of placement

If there

these changes will be
on the cohesi on/ ad apt 

et a l ., 1979; Olson & McCubbin,

1983).

Co mm uni ca tio n is viewed as most functional when it is in the
central area

of the

cohesion and ad apt ability axis,

and is

perceived as less functional

when in

the outside

the axis

1986).

While for families

(Galvin &

general behavior
anced,

styles are

designated as

in

extreme or b a l 

all areas m a y be appropriate for a specific family at

a specific
member,

Brommel,

areas of

time.

other

For example,
members

give extra support.

may

A young

after

the

death of

a family

become enmeshed for a while to
married couple

may still have
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extensive and

close ties

with family members and childhood

friends and so would be described as disengaged for a while.
On ly when a particular type of family behavior
ing the family to reach it's
tional
Once

(Galvin & Brommel,
the

family

(Hocker & Wilmot,

if it is dysfunctional

satisfaction.

process

(Hecht,

central

role

variables

1978a).

appears to
systems.

be a

for their goals

Within the systems p e r 
is

of actual

Satisfying

families

relevant and

When communication

satisfaction changes
study is to change
in

the

one

criterion for

communication b e h a 

communication

plays

a

in the development and maintenance of mentall y

h ea lth y and functional

occurred

style is understood,

communication satisfaction

assessing
viors

usual

1983).

1985).

Communication
spective,

it become dy s f u n c 

1986; Olson and McCubbin,

system's

sy stem can be altered

goals does

is not a l l o w 

also

(Rogers,

1961),

and so

important variable

in family

behavior

(Hecht,

changes communication

1978b).

communication behavior.

communication behavior,

If

change has

be measured by

measur in g

communication

Therefore,

Hecht's Measure of Com munication Satisfaction was

used

to measure changes

satisfaction

it may

One goal of the

(Hecht,

1978b).

in perceived communication sa tis fa c
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tion, which reflects changes
Conflict b e h a v i o r .

in communication behaviors.

Conflict

behavior has been speci

fically chosen as a variable for this study for two reasons.
First,

un sa ti sfa ct ory

problem solving

skills in the family

have been identified as correlating with delinquent behavior
(Patterson &

S t o u t h a m e r - L o e b e r , 1984).

Secondly,

conflict

does not differentiate functional families from d y s f un c ti on 
al

families,

that

but

rather

how that conflict

is, what conflict behavior

is

is dealt with,

used (Galvin

& Brommel,

1986).
Because

conflict

delinquent behavior,

behavior

and because

has
it

tional families from dysfunctional
tant variable.
behavior and
tion,
tation

Pu tn am

and Wi ls on

been
may

it is an impor

(1982) describe conflict

place it in one of three styles: n on c o n f r o n t a 

of

conflict

democratic style of parenting
as correlating

distinguish f u n c 

families,

solution-orientation and control.
style

correlated with

with a

fa mily systems change

behavior

is very similar

descri be d by

lower incidence
their

The solution-orien-

conflict

and control

to the

Ble chman (1980)

of delinquency.
behavior

If

style away

from

no nc on fr ont ati on

toward so lut ion-orienta

tion,

it is possible that adolescent behavior will move away
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from

delinquency.

Improved

already been shown to have a
recidivism rates
Loeber,

(Kifer,

1984). For these

important variable,

pr ob le m

solving skills have

hi gh correlation

with lowered

et a l ., 1974; Patterson-Stouthamerreasons

and problem

conflict

behavior

is an

solving skills will be the

main focus of the study.

Hvoothesi s
To link research about
cohesion/adaptability,
flict styles variables,

communication training

communication
the

following

and the

satisfaction and con
hypotheses

are of 

fered:

(

In families receiving communication skills
training, both parents and adolescents will
have a significant change in cohesion and
a da pta bi lit y axis from pre- to post-treatment
measures.

H2

In families where parents and adolescents
receive communication skills training, both
will have a significant increase in communi
cation satisfaction from pre- to post-treatment
measures.

Hg

In families where parents and adolescents
receive communication skills training, both
will have a significant increase in the use
of solution-orientation style and a decrease in
the use of control and nonconfrontation styles
from pre- to post-treatment measures.

CHAPTER III
ME THOD

Sub -iects
The po pulation of interest was families where an a d o l e 
scent family member had
soula Youth

come to

Court due

the attention

to a status offense.

of the M i s 

For ty subjects

from 15 families were randomly assigned by family
two conditions:

treatment or no treatment.

were six families
in the

in the treatment

control group.

Further

tion of subjects m ay be
Data

were

gathered

found

from

Initially there

group and

nine families

information on the d i s t r i b u 
in

all

to one of

the

following chapters.

subjects,

both parents and

youth.

Mater ials
Three qu ant itative measures were used as pre- and p o s t 
treatment measures

in this

and Cohesion E va lua tio n Scale
Bell,

no

date), H e c h t 's

the Family A da pta bi lit y

II (FACES)

(Olson, Por.tner , &

Measure of Communication Sa t i s f a c 

tion ( H e c h t , 1978),

and

Instrument

& Wilson,

(Putnam

study:

the

44

Pu tna m/ W il so n
1982;

Conflict Styles

revised Wilmot,

1985).

A
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post -q uestionnaire was also
self-report data

included

(Appendix F ) .

to

obtain subjective

Demographic information was

supplied from the subject files through youth court.
Family
(FACES

Ad apt a bi li ty

II).

and

Coh esion

a l ., 1979),

with its

are

used to

family systems

(Olson,

et

dimensions of cohesion and ada p ta bi l

These two dimensions,

itator,

Scale

This study was done from a systems perspective,

and used the cir cumplex model of

ity.

Ev al uat io n

with communication as the faci l

describe types

The FACES

II scale was designed

cohesion

and

ada ptability

of family interaction.

to measure the dimensions of

on

the circumplex model.

dimens io n is measured and then a

cross point

Each

is plotted on

the axis which places family interaction into one of sixteen
types of family behavior
FACES

(Appendix A).

II was developed by David H. Olson,

Joyce Portner

and Richard Bell at Fa mi ly Social Sciences at the Uni versity
of Minnesota.

It was specifically chosen for this study for

its' ability to measure family cohesion and adaptability.

It

was also choosen for

its' high reliability and

as

demonstrated during

research

the Uni versity of Minnesota.

validity,

for Fa mil y Social Sciences at
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Hecht's Measure
Hecht Scale

of

Comm uni ca tio n

(Appendix D>

is curre ntl y

communication satisfaction
though

there

are

a

in

number

is

designed

specific,

to

measure

actual,

settings

communication

(Hecht,

perso n perceived to be a friend,

acquaintance,

behavioral

self-report

in perspective,

measure outcome

scale

which

of communication

strongly

agree

to

strongly

.97

(Hecht,

1978).

High

in a

with another
or stranger.

it

appropriate to

training in

a system.

It

The Likert items range
disagree.

reliability and va lid it y for the Hecht Scale is
and

It

is transactional and

makes

uses a seven scale Likert technique.
from

al

1978).

satisfaction

conversation

19-item

settings,

measures of communication

recalled

This

or

The

the only measure of

interpersonal
of

satisfaction in organizational

Satisfaction.

Test-retest
between

.90

reliability and validity are

one reason this scale was chosen.
Another reason for appropriateness of the communication
satisfaction scale
faction by using
asking the

is that it measures communication satis
current

subjects

to

or

this

scale

conversations.

By

use the most recent problem solving

conversation in the family
measures,

recalled

may

on both

the pre-

and post-test

detect changes in communication
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satisfaction w ith in the family environment.
was given

before and

The Hecht Scale

after communication training for p r o 

bl e m solving.
The

Put nam /W ils on

Conflict

Putn am /Wi ls on questionnaire

Styles

Instrument.

The

was developed to meet standards

of reliability and va lid it y for the measurement of in terper
sonal

strategies and styles

WiIson,

in conflict management

1982).

The development of
strategies are
means for

this

scale

assumes

that conflict

those communication behaviors

that provide a

handling conflict.

make choices

Participants

(Putnam & Wilson,

The Putn am/ Wi lso n instrument consists
seven

are assumed to

about behaviors by considering their own goals

and anticipated goals of others

with

(Putnam &

step

three conflict

Likert

styles:

of 35 questions,

scales for response.
nonconfrontation,

1982).

It measures

solution-orienta-

tion and control.
Nonconf ro nta ti on behavior has been described as: a v o i d 
ing the topic,
withdrawing
serious,

keeping

when

quiet,

confronted,

and hold ing tongue

orientation behavior

down

making differences seem less

rather

has been

playing the importance,

than

argue.

Solution

described as: blending

ideas

48
wit h others to create
giving in a little,
50-50,

ne w solutions,

combining viewpoints,

sticking wit h the

issues, willi ng to go

willing to make

together.

Finally,

on own position,
ting fist

minimizing

fully, dom inating

measure

of the

Using this scale

showed

encourages working

significance of

raising voice,

arguments,

A copy

Ap p e n d i x E.

and

control has been described as:

on table,

compromise.

trade-offs,

whether

and

refusing

to

retreat or

P u t n a m / W i 1 son scale appears
as a

in

pre- and post-treatment

participants

after

conflict, h i t 

asserting opinion fo r c e 

towards a solution-orientation style,
frontation and control,

insisting

in

the

and away

study moved
from n o n c o n 

training.

Procedures
Subjects
You th Court.
they

were

began.

Youth
determine

referred

by officers from the Mis sou la

When an adolescent first came before the court
assigned

During

might best

program.

were

to

an officer and an "intake" process

intake the officer

meet the
court

youth court

needs of the youth and their families.

officers

appropriateness
During

assessed how

intake,

pr escreened
for

a

during

communication

whenever possible,

intake

to

training

it was determined
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whether or

not the

sexual abuse.

adolescent had suffered any physical or

Families

included in training.

where abuse

parents

not effective

(Kempe

wher e abuse

were not

This study pro vided communication and

prob le m solving training,
grams are

had occurred

& Kempe,

had been

and

communication

as the
1978,

training pr o 

only treatment for abusive
1984).

Therefore,

families

identified were not considered ap p r o 

priate for inclusion in

this

study,

which

did

not offer

therapy or counseling.
"Families" were
who were

defined as any persons

recognized by

the court

as a

living together

legal family unit.

This definition would include traditional families,
wi th

step-parents,

parent families,

families

with

step-children,

and older sibling,

friends with permanent

families

grandparents,

single

or family

legal custody of the adolescent.

this study traditional families,

single parent families,

one family consisting of an older sibling with

In
and

custody of a

younger sibling, were represented.
The training
lies,
in the

program was offered as an option to fa mi 

and only those families which volunteered participated
study.

Prior

research has shown parents who v o l u n 

tarily receive training do better,

and that parents

who are

50
n o nvo lu nta ry
(Baizermain,
1982).

participants

show

et a l . , 1983; DePanfilis,

To prevent

data from

the n on vo lun tar y attribute,
study,

little

only

v o l u nt ar y

or

no improvement

1982; Gentry,

et a l .,

being n e g at iv el y affected by

which is not a variabl e

subjects

were used.

of this

Some degree of

self-selection was uni nt ent io na ll y involved and is discussed
in more detail

in the following chapters.

After subjects volunteered,
in families to one
treatment or

of

experimental

no treatment.

prior to pre-testing.
subjects were

two

they were randomly assigned

Treatment

treatments,

e.g.,

assignment was made

When random assignment was completed,

informed of

when and where the first meeting

was held.
Each treatment group received the same instructions and
took the

same pre-tests.

The treatment group took the p r e 

tests during the first meeting.
pre-test

during

the

(Appendix G ) .
research,

one for

group took the

meeting with their probation officer.

Before pre-testing,
release forms:

The control

all

subjects

participants,

were
and

asked

to sign

one for controls

The release forms explained the nature of the

guaranteed

confidentiality

willingness of the researchers

to answer

and

expressed

the

any questions the
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participants might

have following the study.

The following

instructions were then given:

"Thank you
for
coming
to
our
program.
(This first
sentence was
left
off for the control group.) Before we get
started there
is a que stionnaire I'd
like each
of you to
fill out.
There are four parts to it, and before each part
I will briefly explain any
instructions
to
fill
out that
part.
There are
no right
or wrong answers.
This isn't a
"test" - it's a
chance
to
find
out
about
your family's
styles of communication."

Attendance to at least 5 of the 8 training sessions was
required of the
required to

treatment

sessions

treatment group

7

been

training sessions

had received sufficient

as

a

probelm

(Goodyear & Rubovits,

tried to control for
required to

reported

attendance.

and 8

This was done

and covered the problem solving sessions.

attendance has

five times

with

be included in those 5 sessions.

to assure that the
training,

group,

The

Lack of

for parental

1982) and this study
control

group was

have met with their probat ion officers at least
during

the

course of the study

to control

similar amounts of

time spent wit h each group.

ment families came

to the training sessions,

control group

continued to

for

While tre at

families

in the

interact with their youth court

probation officers to also control for attention.
Prior to the start of the study a

family who

had p r e 
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vi o us ly been

involved wi th

sures and circled any

you th court

words,

they did

not understand.

a father,

and two teens,

had some

high school

questions

took the test m e a 
or statements which

The family consisted of a mother,
13 and 17 years of age.

education,

and

Th e father

the mother had a GED.

No circles appeared on any of the test measures.
Families

in the treatment group were

of the program and an introduction.

given an overview

Sessions one,

seven and

eight were done with the family

together.

two

youth were divided into two

through

groups.
skills,

six

The skills

parents

and

training in each group

During sessions

covered the same

but the information was presented in a manner appro

priate for either parents or youth.

The

following outline

provides a brief descri pti on of the training sessions:
Outline of Training Sessions
Sess io n One:

Pre-tests,

Se s sio n Two:

Dealing with anger/feelings

Sess io n Three:

Clear

Se s sio n Four:

Practice "I" messages.

Sess io n Five:

Active listening, introduce No-lose
problem solving model.

Sess io n Six:

Practice active listening, role play
and discuss problem solving model.

Se s sio n Seven:

Families together again, role play
pro blem solving with low risk problem.

Session Eight:

overview and introduction.

language,

Debriefing,

introduce

post-tests.

"I" messages.
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Sessions began

Fe bruary 19,

and were held on Th ur s da y

evenings.

Each session lasted from one and a half

two hours

for ap pr oxi mat el y

14 hours

total

Outlines of each training session appear

hours

to

training time.

in Ap pendix A.

Design
This study used a 2 x 2 design,
assigned to

one of

two treatment

conditions.

dent variable was type of treatment,
were

measures

II),

communication

Sati sfa cti on

of

family

Conflict Styles

The indepen

and dependent variables

cohesion and ada pt ability (FACES

satisfaction

Scale),

with subjects randomly

and

(Hecht's

Communication

styles

(Putnam/Wilson

conflict

Instrument).

The scales were presented in a

randomized order for both the pre- and post-measures.
The

subjects

were

assigned

to

one of the following

treatments:

Treatment

I:

6 families, 12
subjects,
hours
of
communication
solving training.

received 14
and
problem

Treatment

II:

6 families, 12 subjects, did not
receive communication training and
continued to interact with their
officers for attention control.
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Two-tailed tests of significance were run on the FACES,
Hecht's Co mmunication

Satisfaction Scale,

Wi l s o n Conflict Styles

Instrument,

a significant
styles.

movement

toward

and the Putnam/-

to determine if there was

change in conflict or family

CHAPTER IV
RES ULT S

This chapter
ses.

describes

the

First demographics will

will be

discussed

in

results of the data a n a l y 

be

the same

reported,

then results

sequence as hypotheses were

presented.

Demographics
Both the control and the treatment groups finished with
six families.

The

Information on demographics was obtained

from family files and/or

supplied by

the probation officer

working with the family.
Treatment

families.

F am il y

categories:

under $15,000

year,

no one over $30,000 per year,

with

per

incomes

year

ies were in each income category.
for parents

was

yout h was 9.5.

11.5

over

into two

$15,000 per

50% of the f a m i l 

mean education level

school and the mean for the

The mean age of treatment parents was 37 and

of treatment youth,
Control

years of

The

and

fell

14.

families.

Incomes for control families was the

same as for treatment families,
55

50% above and

50% bel ow the
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$15,000

level.

Control parents had a mean educational

of 11 years of schooling,
9.8.

The mean

age of

level

while the mean for adolescents was
control parents was 38, wi th a mean

age for youth of 15.

Results of Hypotheses
Two-tailed tests of significance were run comparing the
independent

variables

skills training,
training) with
and

Cohesion

Scale,

and

(families

receiving

communication

families not receiving communication skills
the dependent variables

Scale,
the

Hecht's

(Family Adapt ab ili ty

Communication

Putn am/ Wi lso n Conflict Styles

Sat isfaction
Instrument).

Thre e hypotheses were proposed about the

effect of co m mun i

cation skills

One of these h y p o 

theses was

training upon

supported,

families.

and a port ion of each of the remaining

two was supported.
Several

t-tests

showed

significance:

cohesion

treatment families and adapt ab ili ty for control

for

families on

the Fa mi ly A d ap tab il ity and Co hes ion Scale, Hecht's Co m m u n i 
cation
style of

Satisfaction

Scale,

the P u t n a m / W i 1 son

and

the

solution orientation

Conflict Styles

other measures revealed main effects

Instrument.

in families.

No
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Results
and will

will

be

discussed below for each hypothesis,

report differences

for parents

for

and adolescents),

families

(combined scores

and then analyze differences

for parents and adolescents.

Hypothesis O n e .
families which

from

pre-

significant

first

hypothesis

receive communication

show a significant
axis

The

change
to

skills training would

cohesion and ada ptability

post-treatment

(p = <.001)

treatment families,

on the

measures.

increase on

however,

predicted that

there

There was a

the cohesion

axis for

was not a corresponding

change on the adaptability axis.

Control families showed an

unexpected significant

change on their a da p t a b i l 

ity axis.
supported,
FACES

The

<p = C.02)

cohesion

var iable

of

the

hypothesis was

while the ada pt ability variable was not.
II was used as the measure of family cohesion and

adaptability.

First,

results

(the combined

scores of parents and adolescents),

by parents and adolescents.
group means,

and Table

will be

Tabl e

reports

and then

the between

2 shows the pre-to post-test means.

Th e direct io n of change desired was
axis.

1

reported by families

Axis means are reported

toward the

in each table.

mean of each
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Families.

Table

1 shows there were no significant d i f 

ferences between families

in

the

treatment

group

and the

control group on pre-tests of cohesion or adaptability.
post-test ad apt ability
cohesion

means

were

control families,

also showed
49.3

and

no differences;

The

however

43.7 for the treatment and

respectively,

showing

significance

(p =

<.05 > .
Table 2
families
(49.3)

shows means from pre- to post-test.

showed a significant

to post-test

cant change

(p =

< .001)

Treatment

change on pre-

(56.2) measures of cohesion. No signifi

was shown

for adaptability.

Control families

showed no significant change on measures of cohesion,
un expected significant

(p =

<

.05)

change

was

but an

shown for

a d a p t a b i 1 it y .

Parents.

Means between groups

parents,

pre-test means for

control

(49.2)

sion.

Post-test

(control)

were

were

the

treatment

1 show that for
(54.7)

and the

not significantly different for cohe

measures

of

significantly

significant di fference

in Table

54.2

different

was shown

test measures of adaptability.

(treatment)
(p

for either

=

and 45.8
<.05).

No

p r e — or p o s t 
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Measures

from

pre-

treatment parents had
respectively)

on

to

post-test

significance

both

<p

(Table 2) show that
=

<.001

cohesion and adaptability.

and <.01,
Control

parents showed no significant changes from pre- to post-test
measures of either cohesion or adaptability.

Adolescents.

Between group means

youth did not follow

the

parents

adolescents

did.

For

same

differences betwe en groups for

(Table 1) showed that

pattern

that

families and

there were no significant

any

measures

of

the FACES

scale.
From

pre-

to

adolescents showed a
cohesion,

but

post-test

measures

significant

no significant

(p

=

(Table 2) treatment
<

.01)

change in

change in adaptability.

Con

trol youth showed no significant change in either measure.
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Table 1

Control Groups on the FACES Scale
Variabl e

Treatment
X
<SD)

Control
X
(SD)

df

t

49. 3 (7.9)
56. 2 (7.3)

43 .7 (8.8)
45 .7 (9.1)

22
22

ns
3. 13*

44.9
49.6

22
22

ns
ns

FAMILIES
Cohesion
Pre
Post

A d a p t a b i 1ity
Pre
48.8 (8.3)
51.2 (10.8)
Post

(10.1)
(7.5)

PARENTS
Cohes ion
Pre
Post

(3.6)
(3.0)

49.2 (5.7)
49. 3 (6.8)

10
10

ns
4.17*

A d a p t a b i 1 i ty
Pre
54.2 (8.3)
Post
59. 3 (9.5)

45 .8 (9.7)
50 .3 (7.8)

10
10

ns
ns

38. 2 (8.1)
42.0 < 10 . )

10
10

ns
ns

44 .0 (11.2)
48.8 (7.8)

10
10

ns
ns

54.7
62.0

ADOLESCENTS
Co hesion
Pre
Post

44. 0 (7.5)
50. 3 (5.1)

A d a p t a b i 1ity
Pre
43.5
Post
43.0

(3.8)
(2.5)

* p < .05
(two-tailed test of significance for independent samples)
F a m i l y cohesion mean = 60.5; adaptability = 47.5.
Parent cohesion mean = 65; adapta bil it y = 50.
Adolescent cohesion mean = 56; adaptability = 45.

Table 2
t Tests of the Difference B et we en Means Fr om Pre- to PostTest Measures on the FACES Scale
Variable

Pre-test
X
(SD)

Post- test
X
(SD)

df

Coh es ion
Treatment
Control

49.3 (7.9)
43.7 (8.8)

56.2 (7.3)
45.7 (9.1)

11
11

-10.52#
ns

A d a p t a b i 1i ty
Treatment
Control

48.8 (8.3)
44.9 (10.1)

51.2
49.6

(10.8)
(7.5)

11
11

ns
-2 .67##

62.0
49.3

(3.0)
(6.8)

5
5

— 10.26#
ns

t

FAMILIES

PARENTS
Cohesion
Treatment
Control

54.7
49.2

Ad a pta bil it y
Treatment
Control

54.2 (8.3)
45 .8 (9.7)

59.3 (9.5)
50 .3 (7.8)

5
5

-3 .04#*
ns

Cohes ion
Treatment
Control

44.0
38.2

(7.5)
(8.1)

50 .3 (5.1)
42.0 ( 10 . )

5
5

-5.68*#*
ns

A d a p t a b i 1 ity
Treatment
Control

43.5
44.0

(3.8)
(11.2)

43.0
48.8

5
5

ns
-3.36##

(3.6)
(5.7)

ADOLESCENTS

# p < .001
** p < .02
#** p < .002
(two-tailed test of significance for

(2.5)
(7.8)

independent samples).

F am ily cohesion mean = 60.5; ad apt ab il i ty = 47.5.
Parent cohesion mean = 65; a da pt abi li ty = 50.
Adolescent cohesion mean = 56; a da pta bi lit y = 45.
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Hypothesis

Two.

families which
have

a

The

second hypothesis posited that

receive communication

significant

increase

skills training would

in communication satisfaction

from pre- to post-treatment measures.
Sat isfaction Scale

was used as the measure.

was supported for families;
and

Hecht's Communication

adolescents,

the

and,

The hypothesis

when looking

at parents

results showed significance as well.

The results for Hecht's Comm un ica tio n Satisfaction Scale are
reported in

Tables

post-test means).

3

(between groups means)

Higher

communication satisfaction,

scores were

and 4 (pre- to

reported for higher

and lower scores for

less co mmu 

nic ation satisfaction.

Families.
families

had

For between group means
a

pre-test

mean

(Table 3),

treatment

of 4.10, while the control

group had a mean of 3.15,

whi ch showed

ference between

The post-test means were 5.22 and

3.24,

groups.

respectively,

which showed

no significant d i f 

a significant

(p = C.001)

dif f e r e n c e .
From
4),

pre-

(4.10)

to post-test

treatment families showed a

(5.22) measures

significant

(p

=

(Table
< .001)
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increase,

thus

supporting the hypothesis.

Control

families

showed no significant change.

Parents.

Table 3

shows that

between groups pre-test

means for parents were 3.98 for the treatment group and 3.86
for the control group.

The

different.

means

Post-test

treatment and
were

control

significantly

means

were

were

parents,

different

not significantly

5.45

respectively;
(p

=

C.05).

treatment families had pre- to post-test
5.45,

respectively,

Adolescents■
between groups

(Table

3)

adolescents on pre-measures,

were
for

Table 4 shows

the

<p = <.001).

treatment

and control

but there was significance

on post-test measures between the

4.99,

and

group,

at

2.70.

increase

at

From pre- to p o s t 

in communication satisfaction,

adolescents did not.

(p =

treatment group,

test treatment adolescents also showed a significant
.001)

3.98 and

no significant differences

<.01>

the control

these means

means of

which were significant

There

and 3.77 for the

(p

= <

while control
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Tabl e 3
t Tests of the D if fer en ce Between Means for Treatment and
Control GrouDs on Hecht's Co mmunication Satisfaction Scale
Var iable

Treatment
X
(SD)

Control
X
(SD)

df

t

FAMILIES
Pre
Post

<n = 12)
4.10 (1.24)
5.22 (1.29)

(n= 12)
3. 15 (1 .04)
3 .24 (1.10)

22
22

ns
4.06*

PARENTS
Pre
Post

(n = 6 )
3.98 (.76)
5.45 (1.19)

(n = 6)
3.86 ( .66)
3.77 (1 .03)

10
10

ns
2.59**

AD OLESCENTS
Pre
Post

(n=6)
4.22 (1.67)
4.99 (1.45)

(n = 6)
2.45 ( .88)
2.70 ( .95)

10
10

ns
3.25*

« p < .001
** p < .05
(two-tailed test of significance for

independent samples)

Table 4
t Tests of the Difference Between Means From Pre- to Pos tTest Measures on Hecht's Communication Satisfaction Scale

Pre-test
X
(SD)

Post- test
(SD)
X

df

FAMILIE S
Treatment
Control

4.10
3.15

5.22 (1.3)
3.24 (1.1)

11
11

PARENTS
Treatment
Control

3.98 (.76)
3.86 (.66)

5.45
3.78

(1.2)
(1.0)

5
5

-4.05**
ns

ADOLESCENTS
Treatment
Cont rol

4.22
2.45

4.99 (1.5)
2.70 ( .95)

5
5

2 .02***
ns

Var iable

(1.2)
(1.0)

(1.7)
(.88)

* p < .002
** p < .001
*** p < .05,
<two-tailed test of significance for

t

-4.03*
ns

independent samples).
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Hypothesis

Three.

Finally,

hypothesis

that families receiving communication
have

a

significant

increase

in

styles

from

skills training wo uld

the use of the solution-

orient at ion style and a decrease in
non co nf r on ta ti on

three stated

the use

pre-

of control and

to post-treatment m e a 

sures.

There was a significant

(p = < .01)

use of

the solution orientation style,

increase in the

but not a c or re spo n

ding significant decrease in the non co nfrontation or control
styles.

These changes

Conflict Styles
ed in

were me asu re d

Instrument.

B e tw ee n group means are r ep or t 

Table 5 and Table 6 shows pre-

increase in usage

by the Pu tna m/W il son

to post-test m e a n s . An

is shown by a higher

score,

and a decrease

in usage is shown by a lower score.

Families.

No

(Table 5) were shown
pre-test measures
controlling.
shown on
On

significant differences between groups
for treatment

of confronting,

Additionally,

no

or control

families on

solution orientation,

or

significant differences were

post-test measures of nonconf ron ta tio n or control.

solution-orientation,

treatment and

the

control families

post-test

measures

were 4.74 and 3.61,

for the
respec
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tively,

indicating a significant

From pre-

to post-test

<p = <.001)

(Table 6) measures no signifi

cant changes were shown by the control
families

had

pre-

respectively,
the use

to

post-test

showing a significant

families.

means

However,

<p =

ficant

decreases

control

styles,

in

there were no

the

so the

use

of

Treatment

of 4.30 and 4.74,
<.01>

of the solution orientation style,

the hypothesis.

difference.

increase in

which supported

corresponding signi

the no nco nf ron ta tio n or

hypothesis was

only partially sup

ported .

Parents.

Neither treatment nor control parents showed

any significant differences on between groups
test

measures

control.
there

of

nonconfronting,

(Table 5) p r e 

solution orientation or

On post-test measures of nonconfronting and control

were

also

no

significant differences.

However,

on

post-test measures of solution orientation the treatment and
control parents were 5.16 and 3.79,
a significant

(p = <.05)

On pre- to post-test
the

results

significant

as

and

indicating

difference between groups.
(Table 6) measures,

families.

changes

respectively,

parents showed

The control parents
the

treatment

parents

showed no
showed a
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significant

<p = < .05)

increase

in

the

use

of solution

orientation style.

Adolescents.
on between groups

Youth showed
(Table

significant differences

5)

no significant differences

pre-test

measures,

however

were found in post-test measures of

n on co nfr on tat ion and solution orientation.
Table 6 shows no significant
test

measures

for

changes from pre- to p o s t 

control adolescents.

cents showed a significant

(p = < .05)

Treatment ad ol es 

increase in their use

of the solution orientation style.
A more

detailed discussion

trends which were noted,

but not

sented in the following chapter.

of all resujts,
significant,

as well as

will

be p r e 

Table 5
t Tests for the Difference in Means Between Treatment. and
Control GrouDS for the P u t n a m / W i 1 son. Conflict Stvles
Instrument
Var iable

Treatment
X
<SD>

Control
X
(SD)

df

t

3.42 ( .71)
3 .63 ( .76)

22
22

ns
ns

Solution Orientation
4. 30 < .90)
Pre
Pos t
4.74 < .65)

3.61
3.61

( .90)
( .67)

22
22

ns
4.23*

Controlling
Pre
Post

3.79 ( .54)
3.74 ( .66)

22
22

ns
ns

( .70)
( .58)

10
10

ns
ns

Solution Orientation
4.86 ( .85)
Pre
Post
5 .16 ( .61)

3 .99 ( .73)
3.79 ( .69)

10
10

ns
3 .63*

C o n t r o l 1ing
Pre
Post

4.10
4.03

( .53)
( .64)

10
10

ns
ns

3.61 ( .72)
4.04 ( .73)

10
10

ns
-2 .53

So lution Orientation
Pre
3.74 ( .55)
Post
4.33 ( .38)

3.22
3.42

( .94)
( .66)

10
10

ns
2 .97*

C o n t r o l 1ing
Pre
Post

3 .49 ( .38)
3 .45 ( .59)

10
10

ns
ns

FAMILIES
Nonconf rontation
Pre
3.42 < .61)
Post
3 .04 < .82)

3.49 (.56)
3 .52 ( .44)

PARENTS
Nonconfrontat ion
Pre
3 .37 ( .61)
Post
3 .35 ( .38)

3 .71 ( .46)
3.51 ( .53)

ADOLESCENTS
No nc onf rontation
Pre
3 .46 ( .66)
Post
2 .73 (1.04)

3 .28 ( .61)
3.52 ( .38)

3.22
3.22

* p < .001
** p < .05
##* p < .01
(two-tailed test of significance for independent

samples).
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Table 6
t Tests for the Difference in Means F r o m Pre- to PostTest Measures of the Putn am /Wi lso n Conflict Styles
Instrument
Variable

Pre-test
X
(SD>

Post- test
X
(SD)

df

t

FAMILIES
Nonconf rontat ion
Treatment
3 .42 < .61)
Control
3 .42 < .71)

3.04 < .82)
3 .63 ( .76)

11
11

ns
ns

Sol ution Orientation
Treatment
4. 30 ( .90 )
Control
3.61 < .90)

4.74
3.61

< .65)
< .67)

11
11

C o n t r o l 1ing
Treatment
Control

3.52 < .44)
3.74 < .66)

11
11

ns
ns

(38)
( .58)

5
5

ns
ns

Solution Orientation
Treatment
4.86 < .85)
3.99 ( .73)
Control

5 .16 ( .61)
3 .79 ( .69)

5
5

Controlling
Treatment
Control

3.51
4.03

( .53)
( .64)

5
5

ns
ns

2.73
4.04

(1.04)
( .73)

5
5

ns
ns

3 .49 < .56)
3.79 ( .54)

PARENTS
Nonconf rontation
3.37 ( .61)
Treatment
3 .22 < .70)
Control

3.71 < .46)
4. 10 ( .53)

ADOLESCENTS
Nonconfrontat ion
Treatment
3.46
Control
3.61

(.66)
(.72)

3 .35
3.22

Solution Orientation
Treatment
3.74 (.55)
3.22 (.94)
Cont rol

4.33 ( .38)
3 .42 ( .66)

5
5

C o n t r o l 1ing
Treatment
Control

3 .52 ( .38)
3 .45 ( .59)

5
5

3.28 (.61)
3.49 (.59)

* p. < .01
** p < .05
(two-tailed test of significance for

-2.99*
ns

-2 .25**
ns

-2 .23**
ns

ns
ns

independent samples).

CHAPTER V
DI SCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to research the effect of
communication skills training upon

family

systems

when an

adolescent of that family is involved with youth court.
This chapter will discuss

these questions by first providing

a summary of the findings and
hypotheses.

then discuss

Next limitations will be looked at,

ma ti on for probation officers presented,
dotal

the findings by

observations

implications will be
search suggested,

following.
reported,

with

Finally,
directions

and then a brief

and infor

several a n e c 

contributions and
for

future re

closing summary.

S u mm ar y of Findings
Three

measures

between families
and after

were

used

to

in the treatment and

communication skills

study

the differences

control groups before

training.

The FACES scale

showed no significant differences between groups on the p r e 
test.

Treatment families showed a significant

to post-test for cohesion,
trol families

showed an

but not

increase pre-

for adaptability.

Con

une xpected significant increase in
70
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adaptability,
trol

but not

families

in cohesion,

stayed

families moved from
family behavior.

in

the

mid-range
Whether

ed, depends upon

whether

ada pt ab il it y variables

one

increase

satisfaction.

mid-range,
into

the

looks

separately,

Co mmunication

significant

predicted;

The c o n 

while treatment
balanced

area of

the first hypothesis was su pp or t

movement from mid-range areas
Hecht's

as

in

at

or

the

cohesion and

whether one looks at

into balanced areas.
Sa tis faction

Scale

treatment families'

reported a

communication

The second hypothesis was supported.

The Putn am/ Wi lso n Conflict Styles

Instrument showed no

significant differences between treatment and control groups
before training.
increase in

Treatment

the use

in other

styles.

also only partially supported.

sections each of these measures will
tion

to

showed

the

corresponding

teens

(families),

The

but

third h y p o 

In the following

be discussed

hypotheses.

control groups will be discussed as
parents and

a significant

of the solution orientation style,

no significant decreases

thesis was

families

in rela

The treatment and

aggregate data

of both

then parents and adolescents

will be discussed as subsets of the whole.
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Results of Hypotheses
Hypothesis One.
would be changes

The

first

or

rigidity).

changes in family communication,
by changes in placement

on

as measured

axis will

When

there are

these changes are reflected

the

co h es io n/ ad ap ta bi 1ity axis

by the FACES

a l ., 1979; Olson & McCubbin,
of the

posited there

in cohesion (closeness or separateness) and

ad a pta bil it y (flexibility

(Appendix A),

hypothesis

1983).

II scale

Movement

be discussed first,

(Olson,

et

on each part

followed by placement

into an area of the axis.
Cohes i o n .
between the

There

were

treatment and control

Both placed

in the disengaged

amount

cohesion.

of

On

families again placed in
that no

real changes

families on the pre-test.

level,
post-test

the

differences

which

has

the least

measures the control

disengaged

areas,

suggesting

to

feel

any

closer

These

on post-test

than they had on pre-test measures.

Treatment
separated

families

level.

involvement
personal

significant

in communication had occurred.

families did not appear
measures

no

with

aut onomy

This
each
might

moved
move
other,
be

from

the disengaged to the

showed

a

heightening

of

yet not to the degree where
sacrificed.

For

families
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experiencing

the

problems

with youth court,
represents a
more

to

this

ass ociated with a teen involved

"drawing

h ea lt hy move,

solve

the

personal freedom
(Dinkmeyer &

of

the family

in this case of working

family

problems,

so essential

McKay,

together"

together

while

allowing the

to a teenager's

individuation

1982).

Bo t h

parent

and adolescent

individual post-tests had the same significant move,
that everyone
increase in
significant

in the

family was

cohesion.

equally involved

showing
with the

The hypothesis was supported that a

increase would be shown on the cohesion axis.

Adaptabilitv.

While there were no

significant d i f f e r 

ences between the treatment and control families on pre-test
measures,
Treatment

they each were in different areas of adaptability.
families

were

in

the flexible area and control

families were in the structured area,

both close to the line

betwe en flexible and structured.
On pre-test

measures,

structured level.
in

the

Control parents and adolescents each were

structured

level

control families showed a
While the

change from

area was made by

the control families were in the

both

as well.
significant

the structured
parents

and

On post-test measures,
(p

= <

.02) change.

area to the flexible
adolescents,

only the
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adolescents'

change

most unexpected
parents made
cantly more

was significant.

result

from

this

ve ry few

changes,

adaptable.

As

change in one area will

This
study.

the

circumplex

changing their

ma y effect

the behavior of their parents.

this change was a he al th y
So

model

influence the other areas

and by

assing behavior.

While control

their youth become sign ifi 

a l ., 1979),

whether

change was the

(Olson,

own behavior,

et

the youth

It was not known

survival

while the

shows,

tactic,

or h a r 

change was significant,

it

m a y not have been beneficial.
Al though as a whole,
flexible

level

from

treatment families

pre- to post-test measures,

parents showed a significant
the flexible

area to

43.5 and 43.0,

indicate that while the
closer

to

their

movement

from

respectively.

treatment

The treatment a d o 
pre-

to post-test

This would appear

treatment adolescents

families,

in the

(p = < .02) change, moving from

the chaotic area.

lescents made negligible
measures,

remained

they

to

were feeling

still found change to be

risky.
The treatment parents
possibl e perception,

did

not

appear

to

share this

and their significant move was another

une xpected result of this study.

It is

possible that

these
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parents were

"letting go" to a larger degree than necessary

in an attempt to give their teens

"room to grow."

It seemed

possible that these parents were willing to risk change,
thereby set an example for

change

that

their

and

teens might

f ollow.
Wilmot

(1987)

notes when

the system

its

hence,

change in

the

ma y effect,
cents

from

effects

are

at some point
structured

cents'

parts

in time,
toward
whole,

m a y have

more time

the system,

from flexible to chaotic
a

change

in

not
et

as a

the a d o l e s 

Since a system
simple group of

a l ., 1967)

position in the structured area may have

teens are slower

the a d o l e s 
an eventual

swing into the chaotic area.

to try

something new,

to evaluate

beneficial for their family.
of the

throughout

flexible.

(Watzlawick,

balance upon the parents'
their

felt

the parents

behaves as an inseparable
independent

change occurs in one part of

the parents

whic h changes

may be most

Whil e the adaptability portion

hyp othesis was not supported for families,

reason to believe over time that

looking at the

move into the chaotic area.

be a ne gative move at all.

there is

it might be.

There appears at least one other way of
treatment parents

When

Since

the cohesion

This may not
and ad a p t 
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abilit y

axis

is

designed

types of

families

children,

etc.),

(i.e.,
there is

to change,

measure the behavior of all

single-parent,

need to

than other

be more

adaptable,

types of families

& Bronune 1 , 1983).

Teens are looking for

and often

need to

feel a

childless,

move away

1982).

purpose for

The
this

chaotic area
stage

in

(Galvin

from and be different

might well

family

that

their own identity

from their parents at times during this process
McKay,

young

some basis for the argument that

families with teens might
is, willing

to

(Dinkmeyer &

serve a useful

development,

for this

populat i o n .
If a

family's usual

style does not allow them to reach

their goals,

then the family system

can be

altered to more

readily

so

1985).

For example,

Dad's

do

(Hocker

&

Wilmot,

insistence upon mainta ini ng the same

that applied

for him

does not allow them
dient

children),

as a youngster
to reach

if

family rules now

(current family style)

their goal

(respectful,

ob e 

then Mo m and Dad may decide to try using a

family council approach where the teens have some input into
the rules

(changing family style).

Adaptability
change

a v a r i e t y of

is

the

ability

characteristics

of
in

a

f a m i l y s y s t e m to
r e s p on se

to their
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current situation
move

(Olson & McCubbin,

into the chaotic area does

that the

not mean

Therefore,

chaos,

the

but rather

parents have decided to be willing to be extremely

flexible or changing to reach their
harmony.

1983).

While the

theses was not

goal of

greater family

adap tab il ity axis portion of the h y p o 

supported,

the

results

do

not

appear to

conflict with the research.
Cohesion

Adap tab ili ty

Axis

experiencing dysfun cti on they
areas of

the circumplex

pre-treatment measures,
trol families were

Areas.

often

When families are

place

in

the extreme

axis (Galvin & Brommel,
neither

the

1986).

treatment nor

On

the c o n 

in the extreme areas as might be expected

for families

in trouble.

volunteers,

it

have fallen

into the

is

However,

possible

since all

that

subjects were

those families who might

extreme areas

volunteer for a communication skills

were not

as likely to

training program.

Th e y

m a y have felt that their problems were too difficult for the
progra m

to

affect,

communication,
Control
area and

or

that

their prob le m was not family

but the teenager who was acting out.
families

ended in

began

in

the di sen gaged-structured

the disenga ged -f lex ib le

range types of family behavior.

area, both m i d 

Control parents and adoles-
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cents fell

into the same areas from pre- to post-test as the

families did.

Treatment

flexible area

(mid-range)

ble area,

which is

mid-range
chaotic.

areas,

i.e.,

structured.
whole,
area,

from

Parents began

disengaged-f le xib le

adolescents

from

in the disengaged-

and ended in the separated-flexi-

balanced.

Treatment

balanced,

families began

moved

and ended in
to

from

di sen gaged-structured

separatedmi d-range to

to separated-

When looking at cohesion and adaptability

then,

treatment families

as a

did move into the balanced

and so from this perspective

the hypotheses

was sup

ported .
Hypothesis Two.
treatment

families

communication

The
would

second hypothesis pr edicted that
show a

satisfaction

on

significant

increase in

post-treatment

measures. No

significant differences were shown between the treatment and
control families

on pre-test measures,

approached significance
selection

m ay

have

(p =

been

<.Q6>.
evident

treatment and control groups.
given for

selecting the

it is possible that

failing,

lack

of belief

Some degree

While

other

of se l f

in families between the
external

control group

flicts),

although the results

(i.e.,

issues

reasons were
schedule c on

(i.e.,

fear of

in the family's ability to change)
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were actuall y involved.
tended

to

show

Families

greater

in

al re ady somewhat

munication,

treatment group

the

control

group.

satisfied with

become better.

group may not have had the

same

Families

level

improve communication,

Since

the family co m

they ma y have had reason to believe

communication could

abili ty to

the

communication satisfaction before

treatment than did families
they were

in

of

that family

in the control
faith

in their

based on prior experience

with their family communication.
As Rogers pointed out
plays a

central

role

me nt al ly h ea lt hy

and

in 1961,

satisfying communication

in the development and maintenance of
functional

families.

change in communication satisfaction,
tion behavior must take place
adolescents,

in

both

(Hecht,

as

a

effect a

a change in communica
1978b).

treatment and control

the same results as families

To

Parents and
groups,

whole.

The treatment

families spent eight weeks and a pp r oxi mat el y 14 hours
ing about family management
ticed

n ew

types

of

during the sessions.
test questionnaire,
was

"learning

showed

and communication.

learn

They p r a c 

communication at home and role played
As one
what they

different ways

participant

said

on the p o s t 

liked best about the program
of talking

with each other."

90% of the subjects said that things were better at home and
50% said that

it

was

mostl y

due

to

the

training,

another 40% said it was partly due to the training.
of the study was
me asured

by

to change

H e c h t 's

questionnaires,

reached.
ed by

One goal

communication behavior

and,

as

Measure of Communic at ion Satisfaction

wh i ch showed a significant
the

while

it

increase and by the
appears

this

goal

responses on
ma y have been

At least some of the results m a y have been a ff ec t

the subjects

desire to

"look good" or to please the

researchers.
Hypothesis Three.

On

P u t n a m / W i 1 son instrument,
ences between
there were
most,

margin.

treatment nor

the

however,

the treatment
the

use

and

However,

nonconfrontation

than non co nfrontation

control

in

families.

used solution orientation the

post-treatment

decrease

in

use of

control

second,

families

On

of the

Control families used controlling

and controlling more

slight

crease

and

orientation

Treatment

measures

there were no significant di ff er 

some trends.

solution

least.
most,

treatment

pre-treatment

families

measures
showed

only by a
neither

the

a significant

controlling or nonconfrontation styles;
families
of

the

showed

a

significant

in

solution orientation conflict
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style.

The order

with

families preferred

whi ch

using

both

these

treatment

and control

styles stayed the same from

pre- to post-test measures.
In the pre -treatment
cant,

there

ment and

were some

measures,

by both

No nco nfr on ta t io n

and at

about the

the control

parents,

often

nonconfrontation.

controlling most
tation.
more

The

than

style

The

as often as

although they did use it slightly more

often and

treatment
any

was the style

same frequency.

treatment parents did not use the control

than

not signifi

small differences between the tr eat 

control parents.

least used

although

The

style.

surprising for this population.
lives feeling out of control,
wou ld try more to control

parents used

more often than solution orie n

parents

other

control

used

These results are

not very

With many areas

of their

itis not

family

solution orientation

surprising that they

problems,

than

to avoid

changes

in their

them.
Control

parents

showed

no post-test

non con fro nt ati on style usage. Th ey showed a
in their

use of solution orientation,

in their use of control,
used

style.

This

slight decrease

and a slight decrease

although control was still the most

would

appear

to support

the research
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showing intervention without communic ati on training does not
promote significant change (Alexander & Parsons,

1973).

The treatment parents showed a slight decrease
use of both control and nonconfrontation,
(p = <.05>
style.

and a significant

increase in their use of the solution orientation

These

results would appear

communication training

to suggest

the treatment

also still

tive controlling

working at decreasing

and no nc on fr ont at ion

support the literature which shows
training ma y change family
1973j Emshoff & Blakely,

that through

parents were

more about solution orientation behavior and
T h e y were

in their

using

learning
it more.

the less e f f e c 

behavior.

This would

that communication skills

behavior

(Alexander

& Parsons,

1983; P at te rso n & Stouthamer-

L o e b e r , 1984).
Control
their parents'
tion as

adolescents'
behavior.

the highest

reported

behavior

These teens

used conflict

style.

Since their p a r 

the

ma y have been the best

tactic for the teens to use.

they did
flict.

arise,
However,

kept quiet
less
if

to

reported n on c o n f r o n t a 

ents used controlling

avoided problems,

most,

conforms

non co nfrontation behavior

and down

If they

played problems when

time might be spent dealing with con 
the

teens

also

used

the controlling

style,

then

conflicts might

and longer arguments.
close

behind

escalate into ever more heated

However,

controlling

nonconfrontation.

avoidance did not work,

Its

behavior was

possible

then mee tin g head on (i.e.,

tation) was perceived as the next best behavior.
used non co nf ro nt at io n more than their parents,
ling less

than their

least used style.

parents,

had

were more

than avoidance.

less to gain by avoiding.

better

than nothing"

Some

Pos si b ly the parents
of

the

to get what

little change

decrease; a slight
solution

by

a

Perhaps

slightly

they

If the

then solution

the

control

and

in
a

their
large

willingness
jump

m ar gi n

may

have

than

a slight
to use

in their use of

N on co nf ron tat io n was the most
larger

teens showed

in their use of controlling,

confrontation appeared

frontation,

is

they wanted.

increase

orientation,

nonconfrontation.

"anything

ma y have been seen as just another way

On post-treatment measures,
only a

and cont rol 

willing to use

teens perceived their parents as controlling,

for parents

While they

attitude ma y have been present.

orientation behavior

confron

solution orientation was the

Their parents

solution orientation

that when

used style

on pre-test measures.

to be more risky than n o n c o n 
felt

"nothing risked,

nothing
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lost."

N on c on fro nti ng behavior

negative consequences

the control

their probation officers,
their

proba tio n

skills classes.

while

treatment

officers

trol

group

Teens

in the treatment group

communication

outnumbered

training,

by

After all,

the training sessions.
more hope

with

were

tment teens

use

of

the

teens during

in the way

they had volunteered
teens m a y

to attend
have felt

in the family and their

to be part of that change.

Since trea

trend in the decrease in the use

of no nco nf ron tat io n and a significant
their

other

make changes

The treatment

showed strong

the con 

in the position to know

in the chances for change

parents willingness

teens in

adults and the "system."

met

and

families worked

and attended communication

that their parents were willing to
they communicated.

in fewer

families only worked with

It is possible that the

felt

resulted

than controlling behavior.

During the study,

with

may have

(p = <.05)

increase in

solution or ientation style,

the results

seem to substantiate this.
Having the control families
cers,

rather

than some

cally chosen to help
(Alexander

&

probation off i 

other form of control,

control for

Parsons,

work wi th

1973.)

the effects

was specifi
of attention

The results of this study
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appear

to

substantiate

what Alexander and Parsons

<1973)

found:

focusing on the family wi t h some form of intervention

which

does

cient

not

include communication training is insuffi

to cause change;

however, interventions which focus

on changing family communication do cause change.
On

pre-treatment

showed a bit more use
styles.

It was

measures,
of

the

solution

their first

style was nonconfrontation,

treatment

orientation

choice.

whi ch

teens also
than other

The second most used

was a

normal response to

«

the parents'

use of

The teens used control
the

teens

showed

a

control as the second most used style.
least.

After

significant

solution orientation behaviors,
control

style,

with

a

communication training

increase
and

a

strong trend

in their use of

slight

As the parents used less

teens may

more willing to address

than avoid
tion no

them.

longer held

might have in the
Sometimes
style,

In the process

they

and other

This appears

the kinds

past,

used the

teens

of

of

control,
issues,

the

rather

learning that con fr on ta 

negative

were

in

in decreasing n o n c o n 

frontation behavior.
have felt

increase

consequences

it

more confrontational.

more positive solution orientation

times controlling,

but

no longer avoiding.

to be a he al thy step for these adolescents.
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In summary,
solution

the

significant

orientation

was

crease in the use of
supported,
pear.

although

increase

supported.

control

or

in

the

use of

The significant d e 

n on co nfr on tat ion

some change

in that

Un sa ti sf act ory problem-s olv in g

was not

direc tio n did a p 

skills

in

the family

have been identified as correlating wi th delinquent behavior
(Patterson & S t o u t h a m e r - L o e b e r , 1984);
conflict

does

not

dif ferentiate

dysfunctional families,
conflict does

existence of

functional

families from

but what behavior

(Galvin & B r o m m e l , 1986).

results of this study,
behavior

and the

would

is used to resolve
Therefore,

from the

j

that delinquent

j

that the families would use

j

it might be expected

decrease,

and

I
i

more functional behavior and communication.
This perception was supported by the families'
observations on the po st- session questionnaire.

personal

All families

in the treatment group reported fewer behavior problems with
the teens

and higher

levels of

family functioning.

percent of the treatment

subjects

"better at

the program.

home"

since

"Learning to communicate helped
to some

reported

that things were

One participant said,

in finding

of the problems we were having."

for the first

Ninety

other solutions
Another

time their family was experiencing

said that

"open,

free
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communication."

Finally,

one

parent

observed

pr o gra m was good for their wh ole family as

that the

they had

learned

a "different wa y of talking wi th each other."

Limi tat ions
FACES

11.

The

FACES scale,

used the functions of cohesion and
family types.

As such,

and

members.
those

then

More

who

looked

functional

were in

family types,

ad ap ta bil it y to describe

it was an independent variable.

practice it placed each member
dually,

as or iginally designed,

into a "family

type"

indivi

at the pattern

formed by family

families

perceived

agreement

were

as

and that placement was

to be

to where

they placed in

in the

balanced area.

Less functional families placed in the mid or extreme
and/or perceived themselves

In

to be in

very

areas,

different family

types.
This study looked at family types as a dependent v a r i a 
ble,

saying if family

communication patterns

then family

types would

change

determined,

this method

of

before.

Parents

and

also.

analysis

were changed,

As far as could be
had

not

adolescents were analyzed,

this study also used an aggregate score of

been done
however,

parent and a d o l 
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escent and

designated that a famil y score.

be determined,

this also had not been done before.

Therefore,
Families,

interpreting

the

results

were

and

placement

together,

there were no
study,

was

difficult.

parents and adolescents were each analyzed.

cohesion and ada pt ability
then

As far as could

for

prior

studies

analyzed

using

Also,

first separately,

on the axis.
FACES

as

However,

a dependent

therefore there was less background available to help

interpret the meaning of the results.
Fa m il y I n v o l v e m e n t .

It was not possible to

have every

member of each family involved with the training session,
always

involved with the proba ti on officers.

research (Watzlawick,
arable whole,
the

whole

et a l ., 1967),

and change in one

system

(Wilmot,

you th involved with youth court,
prima ry communicator

(based upon

Based on prior

families are an insep

part of

1987).

the system affects

Therefore,

and the parent

having

self-report and probation

in the

would also

effect upon the family as a whole,

though the whole family
treatment families

was

the

who was the

officer observation)
have an

or

com munication training sessions

not

there.

In

this

included some with all members

and some with prima ry or only parent,

even

study,

involved,

and some with only one
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sibling involved.

Probat ion

officers did

not always have

active involvement with all family members in equal amounts,
and so
due to

there were pro bab ly not any significant differences
this factor.

However,

which would warrant further

this appears

have

10

to 15

possible to recruit

families

six families

in

control group.

looked at as
cents) ,

families

then

parents

Alt hough the goal

each group,

it was only

(total of 18 subjects)

the treatment group and nine families
into the

area

investigation.

Subject Recruitment and Mortality.
was to

to be an

into

(total of 22 subjects)

Treatm ent and control groups were
(aggregate
and

of

parents

adolescents

were

and a dol es
looked at as

subsets of the whole.
M ort ali ty in this po pu lat io n
hi g h (Goodyear
the goal
for hi g h

predicted to be

which was one reason for
in each

group.

Reasons

m or ta lit y within the pop ulation used included high

transportation,
1982).

family dropped
sentenced

1982),

to be at least 30 subjects

rate of moving,

Rubovits,

& Rubovits,

had been

lack of interest or motivation,
or

no

babysitter

available

One family did move out
out of

the control

to reform school,

and lack of
(Goodyear

of the

area,

&
one

group when the teen was

a f am ily of four

dropped out of
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the

treatment

group

after

the

attended so spo radically that
requirements

(more

on this

first

they did

night, and another
not meet attendance

under attendance)

set up in the

methodology.
Problems also arose
for the

control group.

fill out test measures
not possible

to get

with

the

post-treatment measures

Many did not feel any mo tivation to
they had a lr ea dy done

them together

at one

once.
time,

treatment measures were filled out over a three
by having the researcher,
take the post-tests
difference in
impact,

tion.

and yet these

setting was

limitations make

frustrating to complete,

"reality"

to the overall
will

always

This

bound to have had some
always exist

working wit h

and more

limitations

week period

and probation officers

conditions will

setting of

While these

and p o s t 

to the homes of the control group.

time and

“real world"

assistants,

It was

in the

this type of po p u l a 
research less accurate

they also lend a bit more

impact of the training because such
be

involved

in training programs

with this population.
Role Plavina.

At times

it was difficult

subjects

in role playing activity.

to role

play,

it

was easier

to engage the

Wh en they were paired up

for them

to get

into a con-
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ve rs ati on

about the role play,

do the role play.
trying
spent

a

role

Others

beginning of

were

play.

in supportive

or problems at home,
shy

and/or

play.

conversation

the session,

among

that session

front before

the

group

at the

and that mo re time be allowed for
and the

specific one

before subjects attempted the role

Also, more modeling

leaders up

nervous about

It was suggested that more time be

di scussion of role playing in general
being done

than to

(acting out a
the subjects

role play)

by the

role played ma y have

helped.
Attendance.
jects who

cease to

with attendance.
that

Mo rt a li ty rates
attend,

ma y be

however

affected by sub

there is another

If a subject attends part of the

sufficient?

Will

they

issue

time,

is

have had the opportunity to

learn as much as a subject who attended all of the time?

It

was felt subjects would not have the op portunity to learn if
they were not present,
ter

III)

was built

therefore an attendance policy (Chap

into this study to control for exposure

to similar amounts of co mmunication
Two subjects were not used
to

lack

i.e.,

of

attendance.

car wouldn't work,

training.

in the treatment

External

group,

due

reasons were provided,

spouse was working out

of town and
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got home too late,

child sick,

could have been provided
appeared that

or

perhaps other

appears

fear that

However,

issues were

involved.

the family would fail,

Attendance

Requirements

made clear

to attend at

in the

treatment group,

and of the six parents
father.
by

in the control

Of the

only two were fathers,
group,

only

one was a

H ow much of the results of this study were affected

differences

in

patterns

in

unknown.

The lower

curred

least X

should help w i t h this limitation.

Mother-Father Com mu nic at ion Differences.
six parents

Motiva

etc.

and the participants agreeing

number of times,

and so it

or fear that they might not do

to be an important issue.

up front,

transportation

if a call had been made,

tion ma y have been a problem,
well,

etc.

willingness

communication

because

of

communicate

betwe en

number of
two

to

mothers and fathers

fathers appears

pr im ar y

or change

reasons:

parent families were headed by mothers,

is

to have o c 

a) more single

and b)

fathers were

initially more guarded and suspicious about joining a co m mu 
nicati on skills training program.

Because

there were more

single parent families with mothers and because mothers were
often the pri mar y communicator
study

may

have

some

in a family,

relevance

to

results

of this

these types of family
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systems.

However,

have worked

it

is not

had ail

wit h birth mother,

known h o w

families been

this program might

"traditional,"

that

is,

bi rth father and siblings.

Information for Pr ob at io n Officers
Com munication T r a i n i n g .
of this

study is

The

most obvious

what communication skills

implication

training ma y be

able to do for families who

are in

the issues

in the family is important,

causing conflict

more important
the issues.

is for the family to learn

but

if

how to

but

deal with

if you teach a man to fish, he learns

himself for a lifetime.

The same m a y be said here.

If you solve a pr ob lem for a family,
but

Dealing with

Someone once said if yo u give a ma n a fish, you

feed hi m one meal;
to feed

trouble.

you

teach

the

learn the process of
Therefore,

it

one pro ble m

family ho w to solve problems,

prob le m
appears

solving

for

wor thwhile

skills to be taught

to troubled families.

in groups

study was done,

as this

not possible,

is solved;

their

for

they

lifetime!

communication

This may

be done

or if a group setting is

it m ay be done on an individual basis.

There are several

rationales for using the group.

members provide each other with a support

system.

The

Especial
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ly for the adolescents it appears
that

others

earlier,
both

are

in

the

and

probation

system,

feeling with

officers being adults.

Also,

influence that an outsider often as.

officer

ne ces sa ri ly

represents

the

court

while a communication skills trainer does not.

might allow

families to

they ma y not so
However,

share wit h the trainer

readily share

some

training

if a communication group
worthwhile

for

use a

wi th the

is

teach them.

group,

there

information

than none,

be available,

officers
If

This

probation officer.

often better

ma y not

probation

skills and ho w to
made to

them to know

and as mentioned

the "outnumbered"

probation

there is the additional
The

same situation,

the group eliminates

parents

important for

and

it appears

to learn communication
the decision

are several

should be

more minor

issues

discussed

in the

w hi ch seem worth reporting here.
Voluntar i n e s s .
procedures

section

It was

decided

and

that only families volunteering into the

prog ram would be used

since n on vo lu nt ar y participants were

alrea dy known

do as well

DePanfilis,

to not

1982; Ge ntr y et a l .,

(Baizermain,
1982).

further d is cus si on ofvol untariness would
In actual it y

it

It

et a l ., 1983;
appears that

be in order.

is not as simple as to volunteer or to
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not volunteer.
example,

in

There are

the youth

degrees

of

voluntariness.

For

court situation the parents were not

required to participate in this study.

It was one of sev er

al choices they had with regard to the adolescents probation
terms.

In that sense,

One ma y wonder

they did volunteer.

if, when a probation officer

were w o r k 

ing with a family on a one to one basis and no communication
training group were available,
tion officers'
After all,
ve ry well.

time to

it would be wo r th

try and teach communication skills.

it is already known that nonvolunteers
However,

the probation officer,

voluntariness

Abusive F a m i l i e s .
point

The

working with

officer.

From

takes on a wider definition.

procedures

section

makes the

that communication training programs are not effective

as the only form of treatment
Kemp,

in

then the family m ay choose to "volun

into communication training with their

this perspective,

do not do

if communication training were p r e s e n t 

ed as one of several choices the family had

teer"

the p r o b a 

1978,

1984).

for abusive

abusive families were not

since abusive

parents make

involved

(Kemp &

Since this study did not offer therapy

or counseling,

families

families

with

up a

youth

included.

However,

large percentage of those

court

(D.

Morgan,

personal
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communication,

January,

to simply dismiss

the

degree of

a

abuse,

1987),
issue.

it does not seem appropriate
De pending upon

the type and

communication training program could be

of benefit either after or in
priate th e r a p y /c o u n s e l i n g .
ing this population

are

conjunction with
Further

more a p p r o 

suggestions for

discussed

in

the

includ

directions for

future research section.
Training Location.
from

lower

socioeconomic

location was
The use of

desired for
county

being too

Since ma n y of the subjects came
populations,

conducting the training sessions.

courthouse

"authoritarian,"

facilities

formal

use of local church buildings was
bilities

of

religious

a "nonthreatening"

was

and/or threatening.

differences

causing pre-occupation

For

olic

uncomfor tab le

have

church building.
that was

central

able to local bus

felt
Ho

ve ry

example,

local community

etc.

a

devout

cath

in a protestant

center was available

to most of the subjects,
transportation,

The

rejected because of p o s s i 

during the training sessions.
might

rejected as

or readily a v a i l 
Therefore,

Univer

sity classrooms were used.

Some concern still existed as to

whether

would

this

subjects with

environment

be

little formal education.

threatening

to those

However, none of the
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treatment subjects expressed
and it's impact,

with

the location,

whether positive or negative,

Transportation.
subjects,

hes i ta nc y

In order

transportation

had

to maintain
to

is not known.
attendance of

be made available.

Some

families had a car and were able to attend with no problems.
Others,

at

times,

researchers

carpooled

provided

rides

with other
during

training sessions for a family who
attended.

entire

afford the bus,

to be arranged.

It cannot

transportation

attendance for

series of

bus

line, not

and again transportation had

be overemphasized
is

and the

could not have otherwise

Al tho ug h the Uni versity was on the

everyone could

available

the

subjects,

an

essential

this type of population

that readily

requirement for

(Goodyear & Rubovits,

1982).
Babysitting.
Rubovits,

1982)

important as
issue.

Al though previous research (Goodyear &
indicated

that

transportation,

However,

future

for

studies

babysitting
this study
similar

would

be as

it was not an
to

this should

address the issue of babysitting.
Anecdotal

observations.

court will experience all of
hap pe n to

any family.

Families
the

life

involved with youth
events

which might

Th e y will not be in a vacuum,

i.e.,
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only "research subjects" with no other
during

the

research

other

Since outside influences

influences upon them

than the training under study.

will

always

exist,

the question

does not seem to be ho w to eliminate these outside elements,
but rather ho w does communication training
ly, over

a va r i e t y

of groups and

locations,

in addition to all of the other kinds
will be

happening to

several examples
events which

of

of life

these families.
the

type

help con sis te nt

of

in spite of or
events which

Bel ow are described

existing

occurred during the training,

situation,

or

that existed for

this study.
One of the families was non-traditional
an older

sibling with

legal custody

of a teenage sibling.

It had not been possible for the teen
problems with his/her parents,
Therefore,
of
this

these

there was a high
people

to

as it involved

involved to

work out

both of whom were alcoholics.
degree of

motivation for both

make the current situation work well,

"outside influence"

to

the study

proved beneficial

to

the subjects.
In

another

treatment

during the first week of

the

family,

the teen had left home

training

session.

However,

there continued to be a great deal of communication with the

family.

At the

was for

the teen

this occurring,
changing

as

beginning of
to move

the p r og ra m

back home.

However,

the parents found that

they

really

the parents goal
instead of

their attitudes were

communicated with and understood

their teens feelings and perceptions for the first time.
they heard the mature,
and saw

the teen

well as

attend school

long-range plans the teen was making,

hold down

a full-time

full-time,

they

work position,

not

like their

accepted his/her decision.
to spend
make

Although the

teen living away from home,
As a result,

quality time together without

as

developed a respect

for their child which had not existed before.
parents did

As

they

the family was able
intense arguing,

and

long-range plans.
In some situations

reported

increase

in

because the family
problems
changes

better,

it

actually
or

how

much

of the

to

communicate about

it resulted from other

For

example,

the

way through the training se s 

three-fourths

sions,

the father moved out.

wi t h them.

of

of

how

satisfaction occurred

learned
much

about

his family,

u nk n o w n

communication

in the family.

time with

was

in

another family,

This move meant he

and therefore,

had

spent

less

less time to argue

This family reported one of the largest

increas
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es in communication satisfaction.
po st- session que stionnaire that

Th ey also reported on the
the

training

had improved

their abili ty to communicate to a large extent.
These anecdotes
uing

influences

study.

are offered as examples of the co nti n

that

Often,

as

real

life

in these

situations

cases,

exert

on any

the

results tend to be

that communication

perceived as beneficial.

Contributions and
It would
skills
This

appear

training

ma y

from

this

study

have

some

impact on family systems.

study showed that even with the limitations

with families
yout h court),
vels,

Implications

and

did occur,

experiencing problems
with different

with all

(i.e.,

economic

and

of working

involvement with
educational

le

of the outside influences which can and

communication training was still perceived by the

subjects as having a positive effect upon their families.
In this study communication skills training was used
conjunction wi th the usual p rob at ion officer
the treatment
tion officer

group.

The control

involvement.

involvement

in
for

families had only p r o b a 

While some changes appeared to be

beginning with the control families,

no significant co m mun i
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cation changes
ies.
the

were measured,

It would appear
probation

as with the treatment fa mi l 

that this type of training

officer's

wo r k

more rewarding for the families
Whether

not explore.
ness

Since past

increases

made to

use subjects

studies

suggests that

would

be

as effective

had shown

that v o l u n t a r i 

program,

the de cision was

of a

who volunteered

1982; Gentry,

this study would seem

voluntariness

involved.

is a question which this study did

the success

1983; DePanfilis,
of

more effective and would be

communication training

for nonvolunteer families

would make

(Baizermain,

et a l ., 1982).

to support

volunteers will

The results

the literature which

do well.

is a consideration,

et a l .,

However,

degree of

as mentio ne d in the infor

m at io n for probation officers section.
In this

study,

tion department was
tance was

because

a un iv ers it y

located nearby,

available to

the you th

with almost no mon et ar y burden
materials

were

court

on

supplied).

graduate

raging families

to

attend

student as s i s 

court probation officers
the

court

However,

whi ch this help is used depends upon the
probation officers to support

with a co mmu nic a

budget

(some

the degree to

willingness of the

this type of progr am by en c o u 
or

making

attendance

part of
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probation
chosen.

requirements,

if

a

communication

Fr om this study it would seem

lar environments

(youth courts,

ing centers,

etc.)

to

appropriate

graduate

training programs,

program were

worthwhile for si mi 

yo uth homes,

investigate the

youth co un se l

possibility of using

student assistance with communication

when they are available.

Dir ections for Future Research
There appear
ap propriate

to be a number

for

future

of areas

research.

which would seem

Certainly the issue of

vo luntariness

is a troubling one.

While seeking

families who

are willing to volunteer appears

to the success of the training program,
asked,

what

can be

Run nin g similar
subjects

investigation.
volunteer
jects.
the

seem
Two

influence

of

to

be

groups

subjects,

This type

and

an

the question must be

be

involved,

one using

the other using nonvolunteer

of study

could give

voluntariness

voluntariness,

with nonvolunt eer in g

area which merits further

could

Perhaps a different perspective
degrees of

to contribute

done for families who do not volunteer?

communication programs

would

out those

or

sub

more information on

among nonabusive parents.
on

voluntariness

might be

h ow perceptions of v o l u n t a r i 
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ness

might

be

changed

(e.g.,

action an appealing one

making a desired course of

of several

choices,

rather

than a

requi r e m e n t ).
The

issue

of

abusive

families

is another area where

more research appears warranted.

With the increasing aw ar e

ness

of

to which it exists

Kemp,

1978,

abuse

and

1984),

overlooked.

the

this

extent

is

More needs

not

a

pop ulation

(Kemp &

that

can be

to be known about the relationship

between communication style,

patterns and skills

and abuse.

Another area whic h would appear fruitful would be developing
instruments for
changes in
& Kemp,
basis

behavior

1984)
of

v ict im

and

that occurs
this

instrument

abuse.
other,

Such an
situations

Another

what amount

is

known about

in adolescent victims

information

could be
The

populations

about existence
instrument could

(Kemp

used for the

instrument could be

where
or lack

be useful

some

degree of

of existence of
in school,

and

to help detect possible victims of abuse.

issue which appears

tion is that of

Much

formation.

tested among adolescent
certainty existed

detection.

time.

of time

Future
is most

to require further
research

informa

which investigates

beneficial for the effects of

practice/role playing would be useful.

Another area of time
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which would

appear

to be important

h o w ut ili za tio n of a
affect

time

communication

spent per

abili ty to

to be an important

training

perhaps

probation

If

officers would

deal with more families.

issue for

is

progr am would

family by the proba tio n officer.

less time were required,
have the

to probation officers

This appears

probation officers

whose case

loads continue to increase.
The differences
mothers and fathers

that ma y
respond

or ma y not exist between ho w
to

this

type

another area whi ch seems ripe for study.
this area might help
would enhance

give direction

of

progr am is

New information in

for whether

or not

it

the program to m od if y it to accommodate these

dif f e r e n c e s .

Summary
This

study

skills training
faction,

asked

behavior

family systems?"

this question.

Yes,

and

"Does communication

the communication sa tis 
the c oh es io n/ ad a pt ab i1 ity

There were several answers to

communication satisfaction

be p os iti ve ly effected.
tation conflict

question,

pos itively effect

conflict

variab le of

the

Yes,

appeared to

the use of the solution o r i e n 

style appeared to increase,

yet while there
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was a

decrease

in

the nonconf ron ta tio n and control

it was not significant.

tively effected.

Yes,

However,

Treatment

appeared to be p o s i 

the results for ad apt ab ili ty did

not support the hypothesis
issues.

cohesion

styles,

and

families

appeared
appeared

to
to

raise several
move

into

the

balanced area of family types.
During the course of
wered,

and

iness,

abusive families,

this

study

new questions appeared.

for probation

of communication

and

were an s 

The issues of v o l u n t a r 

time for training,

officers,

terns of parents appear

questions

time efficiency

male-female communication p a t 

important and relevant to the future

skills

population.

These

istic value,

and should provide fertile ground for future

research.

issues

training programs with this type of
would appear

to have

much 'heur
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Outline of Training Session One

A.

Introduction
1.

Introduction to training
a. W h y parenting today is different than it
was for prior generations.
b. Purpose - to add new skills to your
parenting "menu."

b.

C.

D.

Ov erv ie w of Progr am
1.

What

skills will be taught

2.

H o w they will be taught - information
and activities

Pre-Tests
1.

Ex pl an at io n for taking

2.

Time to take

Conclusion
1.

Express appreciation for cooperation

2.

R ev ie w time and place commitments
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Outline of Training Session Two

A.

Short R ev ie w of Session One

B.

Introduction to Session Two
1.

C.

D.

Re lat ionship of stress,

feelings and conflict

Stress Management
1.

Importance of managing stress

2.

H ow to manage stress

Dealing with anger If eelings
1.

Importance of dealing with feelings

2.

How to deal with feelings

E.

Discussion of session focus

F.

Homework:

Identifying and dealing with feelings

1.

Ho w to do homework

2.

Dis cus si on of ho mework
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Outline of Training Session Three

A.

Re vie w of session two

B.

Introduction to session three
1.

C.

D.

H o w we talk affects how we're understood

Introducing skills
1.

Clear

language

2.

“I" messages

Practicing
1.
2.

Exe rcise for

identifying clear

language

Ex erc is e for using “ I" messages

E.

Dis cus si on of session three

F.

Homework:

using

"I" messages
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Outline of Session Four

A.

Review of session three

B.

Introduction to session four
1.

C.

Wh y continue to practice

Practicing
1.

“ I“ messages

"I" messages

Role plays practicing

D.

Discussion of homework

E.

Discussion of session focus

F.

Homework:

continue clear

"I ” messages

language and “ I" messages
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Outline of Training Session Five

A.

Review of session four

B.

Introduction to session five
1.
2.

C.

D.

What
What

is listening,

wh y is it important

is conflict management

Active Listening
1.

How to do it

2.

Pra cticing active listening

Conflict Management
1.

Different ways to manage conflict

2.

The no-lose problem-solving model

E.

Di scussion of session focus

F.

Homework:

active

listening
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Outline of Training Session Six

A.

R ev ie w session five

B.

Introduction to session six
1.

the role of "I" messages and active listening
in the no-lose problem-solving model

C.

Practicing Active Listening

D.

Role playing at problem-solving

E.

Di scussion of session focus

F.

Homework:

working on minor

risk problems
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Outline of Training Session Seven

A.

Revie w session six

B.

Introduction to session seven
1.

Wh y more role playing

C.

Di scussion of homework

D.

Role playing at problem-solving

E.

D is cu ss ion of session focus

F.

Homework:

continue problem-solving
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Outline of Training Session Eight

A.

Re view of all prior sessions

B.

Debriefing of program

C.

D.

1.

Skills

introduced

2.

No-lose problem-solving model

Post-tests
1.

Ex pla na tio n of post-tests

2.

Taking post-tests

thank/Appreciation
1.
2.

Resources for further
Farewell

information
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The
sentences
below
describe
ways
families m a y be.
Read each one, then use the number in
the scale
bel ow that
represents the
word (almost
never, once
in a while, etc.)
you would use to describe ho w often that sentence applies to
your family now.
1
2
3
4
5
Almost
Once in a While
Sometimes
Fre que nt ly
Almost
Never___________________________________________________ Always
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

F am il y members are supportive of each other during
difficult times.
In
our family it is easy for everyone to express
opinions.
It
is easier to discuss problems with people outside
the family than with other family members.
Each family member has input in major family
dec i s i o n s .
Our family gathers together in the same room.
Children have a say in their discipline.
Our family does things together.
Fa mi ly members discuss problems and feel good about
the s o l u t i o n s .
In our family, everyone goes his/her own way.
We shift household responsibilities from person to
person.
Fa mi ly members know each other's close friends.
It is hard to know what the rules are in our family.
Fa mi ly members consult other family members on their
dec i s i o n s .
Fa mi ly members say what they want.
We have dif ficulty thinking of things to do as a
fa m i l y .
In solving problems, the children's suggestions are
fo l l o w e d .
Fa mi ly members feel ve ry close to each other.
Dis cipline is fair in our family.
Family members feel closer to people outside the
family than to other family members.
Our family tries n ew ways of dealing with problems.
Fa mil y members go along with what the family decides
to d o .
In our family, everyone shares responsibilities.
Fa mil y members like to spend their free time with
each o t h e r .
It is difficult to get a rule changed in our family.
Fa mi ly members avoid each other at home.
When problems arise, we compromise.
We approve of each other's friends.
Family members are afraid to say what's on their
minds.
Fa mily members pair up rather than do things as a
total family.
Family members share interests/hobbies with each
other.
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Hecht's Communic ati on Sat isfaction Scale
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This que stionnaire
is about your reactions to the last
time your family tried to solve a problem.
Please
show ho w
much
you
agree
or
disagree that each sentence below d e s 
cribes the conversation
you
remember.
The
4 or middle
position
on
the
scale
means
"undecided"
or
"neutral."
Number 3 is
slightly
agreeing,
2
is
agreeing
and
1 is
strongly agreeing.
Number
5 is slightly disagreeing, 6 is
disagreeing and 7 is strongly disagreeing.
AGREE:

1_:

2_:

3_: 4 :_5_:_6

:_7

: DIS AGR EE

1.

The other person let me know that
wel 1 .

2.

Nothing was accomplished.

3.

I would
one.

4.

The other person genuinely wante d to get to know me.

5.

I was ve ry dissatisfied with the conversation.

6.

I had something else to do.

7.

I felt that during the conversation I was able to
present m y self as I wanted the other person
to see me.

8.

The other person showed me that they understood
said.

9.

like to have another

I was communicating

conversation

like that

I

in what

I

I was ve r y satisfied with the conversation.

10.

The other person expressed a lot of interest
had to say.

11.

I did NOT enjoy the conversation.

12.

The other person did NO T provide support
said.

13.

what

for what they

I felt I could talk about anything with the other
. person.

14.

We each got to say what we

wanted.

15.

I felt that we could laugh

16.

The conversation flowed smoothly.

17.

The other person changed the topic when
were brought into the conversation.

their feelings

18.

The other person frequently said things
little to the conversation.

which added

19.

We talked about something

easily together.

I was NOT interested

in.
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The P u t n a m / W i 1 son Conflict Behavior Scale
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For the questions below, think about ho w you act when a
problem or
disagreement comes
up. DO
NO T answer about one
recent argument, or a certain time
in mind.
Tr y
to think
about how you are most likely to act.
There are no right or
wrong answers.
Please
answer
all
items
using
the scale
below:
7
6
Always/ Ve r y
Often

5
/ Often

4
/ Sometimes

3
2
1
/ S eld om / Ve ry / Never
Seldom

1.

I blend my ideas with others to create new
solutions to conflict.

2.

I shy away from topics w hi ch are sources of
disputes.

3.

I insist m y
flict.

4.

I try to find solutions whi ch combine a variety
viewpoints.

5.

I steer clear of disagreeable situations.

6.

I give in a little on my ideas when others
give in.

7.

I look for midd le- of -th e-r oa d solutions.

8.

I avoid a person
disagreement.

9.

I mi nimize the significance of

a conflict.

10.

I build an integrated solution
raised in a dispute.

from the issues

11.

I stress my

12.

I will go 50-50

13.

I raise my voice when trying to get others
accept my position.

14.

I look for creative solutions to conflicts.

15.

I keep quiet about my views
disagreements.

16.

I'm willing to give in a little if the
person will meet me half way.

position be accepted during a con

of

also

I suspect of wanting to discuss a

point by hitting m y fist on the table.
to reach a settlement.

in

to

order to avoid

other
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17.

I do wnp la y the importance of a disagreement.

18.

I reduce disagreements b y making them seem
insignif i c a n t .

19.

I will meet the opposition mi dway to reach a
settlement.

20 .

I assert my opinion forcefully.

21 .

I dominate arguments until others accept my
pos it i o n .

22.

I encourage working together to create solutions
to disagreements.

23 .

I try to use everyone's
solutions to problems.

24.

I make trade-offs to reach solutions.

25.

I argue

26 .

I wit hdr aw when someone confronts me about a
controversial issue.

27 .

I side-step disagreements whe n they arise.

28.

I try to smooth over disagreements by making them
appear unimportant.

29 .

I insist my position be accepted during a
conf1i c t .

30 .

I take a tough stand refusing to retreat.

31 .

I settle differences by meeting
half way.

32.

I am steadfast

33.

I make our differences

34.

I hold m y tongue rather than argue.

35 .

I ease conflict by claiming our differences are
trivial.

ideas to generate

insistently for my stance.

the other person

in my views.
seem less serious.
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PO ST -Q U ES TI ON NA IR E

W h y are yo u coming to this program?
Wa nted to come _____
Felt I had to _____
Other

Sounded interesting _____
It would be good for my child _____

Has this p ro gra m been helpful?
Not r e a l l y _____
A great deal _____

S o m e w h a t _____
A l o t _______
Other _____________________________

Have you been involved with counseling during
Y e s ____
N o _______

Are things better ____

or worse ____

this program?

since the program?

Has this been because of this program?
Mo s t l y
A little
So me
None

Oth er _________

What did you like best about this program?

What did you like least?

What do y ou think should stay the same?

What would you change?

Would you recommend a program like this to someone else?

COMMENTS:

AP PENDIX G
Release Forms for Treatment and Control Groups
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CONSENT FORM
I he re by
agree to
participate in
this research. I
unde rstand
that
the
research
involves
attending
parent
educat io n classes and filling
out a
pre and post-questionnaire.
The
parent
education classes will cover d e v e l o p 
mental
information
about
youth
and
communication skills
training.
While
this
research
has
been done before, I
unde rst and that this is the first time this progr am has been
conducted as part of a youth court referral program.
The question nai re
I fill
out will
be used for re
search purposes only
and
will
not
be
made
available to
anyone other than the researcher without my written consent.
I further understand that at no time will my name be d i r e c t 
ly associated with the questionnaire, but will be identified
by a code number only, for the maintenance of my anonymity.
I have
been
informed
that
the
parent education
classes
will
present
ideas and communication skills which
may be n e w to me, and
that some
people m a y
feel u n c o m f o r 
table with
these.
I have
also been informed that similar
programs have helped to
improve
family
communication, and
this
program
may
help
with
family communication.
Other
programs are available w ith in
the Mi sso ula
area, from time
to
time,
which
may
provide
similar information.
P.E.T.
(Parent Effectiveness Training) and
STEP (Systematic T r a i n 
ing for Effective Parenting) are examples of these programs.
I un derstand
that any questions I m a y have co n cer n
ing the methods or outcomes of this program will be answered
promptly, and
are welcomed.
I am free to wi th d ra w my co n 
sent, and to discontinue participation, at any time.
U niv ersity Liabil it y Statement:
In the event that I am
ph y si ca ll y
injured
as
a
result of this research I should
individually seek appropriate
medical
treatment.
If the
injury is
caused
by the ne gligence of the U ni ve rs ity or any
of its employees
I may be
entitled to
reimbursement or
compensation pursuant
to the
Comprehensive State Insurance
Pla n established by the
Department of
Adm in istration under
the au tho ri ty
of M.C.A.,
Title 2, Chapter 9.
In the event
of a claim for such physical injury, further information m ay
be obtained from Uni versity Legal Counsel.

Date

Youth's Signature

Date

Parent's Signature

Date

Researcher's Signature
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C O NS EN T FORM FOR CONT ROL GROUP

I

h er eb y

agree

to

participate

completing the questionnaire.

wr i tte n consent.

than

I fill out

only and will not be made

the

researcher

without my

I further un derstand that at no time will

my name be di rec tly
will be

this research by

The question nai re

will be used for research purposes
available to anyone other

in

associated with

identified by

the questionnaire,

a code number only,

but

for the m a i n t e n 

ance of my anonymity.
I un derstand that any
the methods

questions

may have concerning

or outcomes of this progr am will be answered.

m a y wi thd raw m y consent at any time.
signature

I

below

constitutes

I understand

that my

my permission to participate,

and my permission to use the questionn ai re filled
son/daughter,

I

out by my

also.

Date

Parent's Signature

Date

Youth's Signature

Date

Resea rch er' s Signature
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IRB Proposal For Thesis Project

1.
The research question for this study is: "Does commu ni 
cation skills
training pos iti ve ly
affect the communication
satisfaction and
conflict behavior of family systems?"
The
purpose of this study is to look at the effect of communica
tion skills training upon parents and youths problem solving
behavior.
The family will be
looked at
as a
system, that
is, change
in one
part of
the system will cause change in
all
parts
of
the
system
(Littlejohn,
1983; Watzlawick,
Beavin, &
Jackson, 1967;
Wilmot, 1983).
Families will be
referred by youth court
probation officers
who have worked
wit h an
adolescent in
that family
due to the adolescent's
status offense behavior. Families will be trained in various
communication
skills
(e.g.,
"I"
messages, building self 
esteem, clear language,
active
listening,
supportive lan
guage,
basic
No -l os e
pro blem-solving
model)
and will be
administered three pre/post test
measures.
This training
will
cover
a
seven
week period, tentatively scheduled to
begin Feb rua ry 26,
on Thursda y
evenings.
The post-test
questionnaire will
administer the same measures as the p r e 
test qu estionnaire to identify change.

2.
Learning
n ew
communication
skills
will
provide the
families referred
by Youth
Court an opportunity to acquire
additional skills to
add
to
their
existing
inventory of
communication
skills.
These
n e w skills may help them to
communicate more clearly (Alexander & Parsons,
1973; Kifer,
Lewis,
Green
&
Phillips,
1974) and potent ia lly allow the
fa mily to solve problems before coming
to the
attention of
social workers
or the
court.
There exists a large body of
research
on
communication
training
programs
which have
occurred outside of the court arena.
Ma ny have been used as
referral sources for diversion programs, but
few have o p e r 
ated wi thin
the court
system.
One of the best which dealt
with court referred families
was the
Alexander and Parsons
study of
1973.
This program
will extend
the research of
Alexander and
Parsons by
a) ac tually
operating within the
jurisdiction
of
the
Missoula
Youth
Court, b) covering a
wider base of basic
communication skills,
and c) incorpor
ating role
playing and homework for the participants. It is
intended to further the knowledge of
ho w well communication
training programs will work within the court environment.
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3.
The
subjects
will
attend
a
series of seven to nine
meetings.
There will be one, or occasionally
two, meetings
a week, on T hu rs da y evenings. The first session and sessions
6-9 will be conducted with both parents and youths together.
Sessions 2-5 will be conducted with the youth and parents in
separate sessions.
While
the separate
sessions will cover
the
same
information,
it will be presented in the manner
most appropriate to the age group
addressed.
Each session
will introduce
a new
communication skill, provide informa
tion, and al l ow
for
practicing
the
skill. Questionnaires
will be administered during sessions 1 and 9.
The q ue s t i o n 
naire will include Hecht's
Measure of
Communication S a t i s 
faction, the Putnam/W ils on Conflict Styles Instrument, FACES
II
(Family
A d a p t a b i 1ity/Cohesion Ev aluation
Scale)
and
demographic information.

4.
The
subjects
will
include
youth
who
are currently
work ing with
a youth
court
probation
officer
and their
parents or
guardian.
The parents will give permission for
the youth to also be in the program.
These youth are in the
13-16 age
group.
Youth court
interns will offer them the
option of attending this prog ram as part of their probation,
but pa rticipation will be completely voluntary.

5.
Risks
or
discomforts
would
only be
those no rma lly
experienced when exposed to new ideas
or skills.
The su b
jects will
be given information and an opportunity to pr a c 
tice the n e w skills,
but at
no time
are they
required to
accept, believe,
or adopt
them.
There are no penalties or
repercussions for not doing well, not
participating, or not
accepting
what
is
presented. Answers to the questionnaire
are vol un ta ry and confidential.

6.
Information and communication skills
presented will be
offered
as
additional
parenting skills which participants
ma y want to try.
No
one has
to accept
or try
any of the
skills.
The
participants
will
also
be able to provide
mutual support to each other, and so, the group will
act as
a support group as well as a potential learning group.

7.
All
participants
will
use
first
names
only in the
meetings. The questionnaire will be coded with a number, not
a name,
so no
one will know who filled out which qu e s t i o n 
naire. This will be done to mai nt ain confidentiality.
Pre
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treatment measures
will be
sures by number, not name.

compared to post-treatment me a 

8.
Attached is a copy of the writ ten consent
to be signed by each subject.

9.

Not Applicable.

10. Not Applicable.

form that

is

